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From the President
Believing and thinking

We are all believers to some extent.
As
sceptics, we would all like to think that the
beliefs we hold are rationally arrived at and
defensible. I nevertheless suspect that even
many sceptics hold some beliefs that would not
really withstand the cold light of critical analysis.
Such is the perversity of human nature, that the
beliefs that we hold least rationally are those
that we are likely to defend most vociferously (or
so I believe).
What then of the people who are less
inclined to scepticism than we are? The people
whose beliefs in completely irrational ideas
amount to obsessions? Whether these ideas
be of a paranormal, pseudoscientific, religious,
political or philosophical nature, can we ever
hope to convince all people to be sceptical?
We try to hold beliefs which are arrived at

because the evidence supports them, but what
of those who believe, despite the evidence?
Can we ever hope to communicate the idea that
the real world is much more exciting, when
viewed rationally, than it ever can be when
viewed through the blurred lens of prejudice?
That knowledge is always superior to
ignorance?
Several articles in this issue address
unsubstantiated beliefs, yet it would be
surprising if any of them were successful in
convincing the adherents of irrational ideas.
That does not mean that we should not continue
to strive to achieve that objective. Scepticism is
an essential tool for all who seek to live in a
complex world and we should always be aware

of the important message that lies at the heart of
scepticism - DO NOT BELIEVE - THINK!
- Barry Williams
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Faith healing
hits the
headlines
The subject of faith healing really hit
the headlines in Sydney during
February, with the Daily Mirror being
the most exultant, featuring a front
page story and picture: " .. . A
MIRACLE Crippled girl walks" on
February 27.
The coverage concerned the visit
by Emilien Tardif, a Sacred Heart
missionary from the Dominican
Republic. In a series of "healing"
seminars and eucharists, he spoke to
crowds numbering in their thousands
at Sydney Town Hall and some
suburban centres .
His visit was sponsored by the
Catholic Charismatic Renewal. While
the
Catholic
Church
officially
maintains a stance of "healthy
scepticism" towards such healings,
the church's Cardinal Clancy was the
principal celebrant at the Town Hall
meeting on February 24, which
attracted 4000 people.
At this meeting , 100 people were
supposedly cured of such complaints
as cancer, heart problems, a brain
tumour, arthritis, varicose veins,
alcoholism and deafness. An unborn
baby was also claimed to hae been
cured of a sickness .
However, a large number of
people in wheelchairs in the front of
the meeting went home unhealed.
It was this image which was
accentuated on an ABC "7.30
Report" item. The ABC interviewed a
number of those in wheelchairs
before the beginning of the healing
session, asking them what brought
them to the meeting. One woman,
with a great deal of difficulty and
obvious pain, said simply "Hope" .
Their agonised and despairing faces
after the meeting, having failed to be
cured, demonstrated the tragedy of
unfuttilled hope.
One woman, taking hesitant
steps, claimed that she could not walk
three weeks prior to the meeting,
butdid admit that she had done so in
the interim. Another who claimed a

cure was discreetly contradicted by
her partner, although this didn't affect
her enthusiasm.
The "miracle" reported in the
Mirror concerned a girl who had been
crippled in abus accident three years
previously. While helped out of her
wheelchair by her father, she walked
unaided to Tardif , apparently for th e
first time .
Father Tardif was quoted as saying
"It's a great mystery . We cannot
choose who is healed. Jesus is the
only one who can choose ." One
woman with multiple sclerosis who
was not cured at the Town Hall
meeting, commented on another with
the same ailmet who did claim a cure ,
said "Perhaps the healing is in his
mind."
The media coverage - press
reports, TV and radio interviews caused concern to the organisers of
the sessions, who barred reporters
and crews from the last meeting of
the series as it approach ed th e
healing mass . A spokesman for the
CCR said "People are reluctant to
claim the word of knowledge if they
know they are going to be on
camera."
A spokesman for the Catholic
Church said in a TV interview that the
church did not endorse the healing
sessions , although it was noted that
at the same time it did not actively
condemn them either.
-TM

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
Very soon the redirection order
on the old national committee post
box at PO Box 575, Manly 2095
will lapse. Mail will no longer be
redirected to us, but will be
returned to the sender.
Please address all mail for the
national committee to :
PO Box E324, St James 2000
Our phone number will also
change from May/June to:
(02) 417 2071
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News Report: The Skeptics & the Investigators
Ian Bryce reports on an ABC
"Investigators" Item on some
'miracle'
products
and
their
inventors
I was fortunate recently to appear on
ABC-TV's "Investigators" in relation to
two businessmen selling bogus
products based on pseudoscientific
claims. This followed a mutlitude of
complaints
received
by
the
Investigators, their inquiring to the
Skeptics, and the fact that we had
been dealing with both these
gentlemen over the last two years.
Such is the nature of television
that a total of four hours shooting
over two afternoons was condensed
to six and a half minutes of air time.
To fill in the details, I will give some
more of the story here.
The segment went to air on
February 20, 1990, and was reviewed
in The Sydney Morning Herald on
February 24.
PART 1: NORMAN DODGE
AND HIS ALL-POWERFUL
MAGNETS

The first of these television
segments
concerned
Norman
Dodge. His career can be traced by
examining
the
succession
of
magnetic devices he has marketed.
Fuel Dipole for cars
Following
the
publicity
surrounding racing driver Peter Brock
and his use of "polarisers" ( The
Skeptic, Vol 7, Nos 1 and 2), a
number of other fuel polarisers
appeared on the market. One was
the Dipole, or Fuel Combustion
Modulator, sold by Norm Dodge,
containing strong magnets.
Claims
made in
his sales
brochures include an average 30%
fuel
saving,
and
raising
the
compression . One brochure says:
"Even after 7 years of R&D and 3000
users , we do not know why it works",
but another states: "O. How does the
Dipole work?
A.
By control of
electrons in fuel, causing fusion , ie

chain reaction ... ".
Has the device been tested? Mr
Dodge's brochure says "Even the
sceptics are amazed when the Fuel
Combustion Modulator is tested."
Despite "7 years of testing" and
repeated requests by the Skeptics
for his results, the closest I have got is
a quick flash of some papers before
they disappear back into his
briefcase.
Real tests have been done by
other parties, however.
"The
Investigators" John Millard did a
segment on Dodge in 1987 for which
they won the Skeptics journalism
award ( The Skeptic, Vol 8, No 2).
The ABC purchased a Dipole, fitted it
to a car, and ran a careful fuel
consumption test on the road .
Result: no change.
The ABC also commissioned a
thorough dynamometer test by the
NSW
State
Pollution
Control
Commission on a Holden VH
Commodore V8, which also showed
no change in fuel consumption or
emissions.
(There was a slight
change when a retune specified in
the brochure - a 4° timing advance was carried out, but it occurred
whether or not the polariser was
fitted.)
Perhaps
these
failures
are
explained in the brochure: "the
results of the Dipole can remain in the
fuel line for up to three tanks of fuel"!
So we have two failed tests out of
two;
Dodge's refusal to produce
results from his own seven years of
testing; and also a consultant from
the University of NSW Mechanical
Engineering
Department
stating
"there is no way that it can work".
Clearly the public needs to be
protected from bogus scientific claims
such as Dodge has made, as he has
nevertheless
sold
about
3000
Dipoles at prices as high as $180.
Magnetic acupunture
devices
During 1988, Dodge joined the
Inventors Association of Australia
(IAA), and managed to secure a place

on the NSW committee .
After
volunteering to mail out their
newsletter, he started slipping his
own brochures into the envelopes.
Moreover, he joined the exhibitions
sub-committee and proceeded to sell
of
his
Dipole
at
exhibitions
inventions.
As a long-time inventor and past
IAA committee member myself, I was
alarmed that the sale of bogus, nonworking products would greatly harm
the genuine inventors showing their
products.
I arranged to brief the
committee on Mr Dodge's activities, in
his presence . As a result, he was
instructed not to sell his fuel Dipole at
the
Beyond
2000
Spectrum
exhibition in Sydney.
Never to be out-manouvred, he
dodged this by renaming his magnets
to be magnetic acupuncture devices,
and sold these.
He printed new
brochures which explained that
"When these currents clash with
magnetic waves, they produce
impacting heats on the electrons in
the body cells."
Not only will the devices cure
toothache and preserve youth, but
"Almost every known disease ailment
or illness can be treated cured or
prevented by magnetic therapy." We
are not told how many years of R&D
went into these findings. Dodge's
standing in the IAA rapidly declined
as his true colours became known.
Home water polariser
Next came a polariser for the water
Norman Dodge's home water polariser.
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supply to the house and garden.
Viewers of "The Investigators" will
recognise this golfball-sized device
as identical to the fuel polariser except for being chrome plated, and
the hole through it filed out to clip
over a larger pipe! The price is $150 .
The Dipole's benefits know no
limits.
The brochure states that
polarised water will "improve the
growth rate of humans, animals and
vegetation by a half to a third". Does
this mean the average height of a
man will increase from about six feet
to 8-9 feet?
Swimming pool polariser

The most expensive of Dodge's
devices is the swimming pool
polariser at $480 plus tax. Unlike the
device
above
which
promotes
growth, the magnets in this one,
when clamped around the pool's
filtration system pipe, "kill most
bacteria, saving on pool chlorine by
upto 65%".
Drinking straw polariser
Finally, buyers of the larger
polarisers will receive, at no extra
cost, a small polariser which clips over
a drinking straw, giving them all the
benefits of polarisation at every sip!
Conclusion

Norman Dodge's misuse of
science extends even to the
business names he uses: "Scientific
Fuels"
and
"The
Institute of
Magnetism". You can find out about
his latest research from the phone
number given on his brochures for
these
apparently
august
organisations, (02) 528 9342.
Mr Dodge claims all sorts of effects
from
his
magnets,
including
influences on combustion fuels,
curing diseases, promoting growth
and killing bacteria. Magnets might
seem mysterious to the lay person,
but in fact their effects on materials
are well known to science . In a
medical CAT scanner, patients are
subjected to a magnetic field
thousands of times stronger that in
Dodge's devices, and they have no
effect whatsoever on them.
Mr Dodge's career is most notable
for its ground-shifting . As soon as

one of his products is complained
about, investigated and exposed (a
time consuming process), he dodges
to a new line. This is easily done by
redefining
his
device
to
be
something else, giving it a quick coat
of paint, inventing a new list of
claimed powers, and printing a new
load of brochures.
By the time complaints roll in and
investigation and reporting is done,
he has made his money and can
move on again. Perhaps this will
become known as The Dodge
Technique.
I become particularly annoyed
when bogus claims for a product are
presented as having a scientific basis.
A potential buyer can not be
expected to conduct an investigation
to
separate
science
from
pseudoscience.
We hope that existing laws on
falsely representing a product in
order to make financial gains can be
applied to put such people out of
business once and for all.
PART 2. HANS REX'S BOGUS
SCIENTIFIC GADGETS AND
MEDICAL CURES

The second matter in which the
Skeptics assisted "The Investigators"
was the extraordinary case of Hans
Rex.
The
Skeptics
have
been
investigating Mr Rex for several years
now. A unique feature was that he
voluntarily submitted two devices to
the Skeptics for evaluation - most
such people steer clear of us.
Car & water polarisers
Taking advantage of the interest in
car polarisers triggered by Peter
Brock, Mr Rex placed a Harmatron on
the market to be attached to a car's
battery terminal. This was claimed to
cause "dramatic improvements in the
behaviour
of
motor
vehicles",
including fuel consumption, more
horsepower and better starting.
Rex also marketed a water
polariser which would decrease
copper content, increase wetness,
improve chloride and improve the
taste of wine.

The Skeptics tested both of these
devices, both of which failed
completely to have any effect ( The
Skeptic,
Vol 9, No 3).
But one
feature of Mr Rex's approach is that
apparently any test results are good,
as he willingly distributes scientific
tests of his devices which clearly
show no effect whatsoever!
AIDS cure and fictitious
clinical test

The major point of interest to "The
Investigators" team was Hans Rex's
claims to be able to cure cancer and
Al OS by means of an amulet or device
worn by the patient.
On January 18, the ABC team and
myself visited Rex's Healing Centre at
98 Old South Head Road, Bondi
Junction in Sydney for a prearranged
interview. Mr Rex readily repeated
these claims on camera, stating that
Dr Julian Gold ran a test using 15
Harmonisers and 15 dummies, and
"one in 15 AIDS sufferers got virtually
better [sic] overnight."
The Dr Julian Gold Mr Rex was
referring to heads Australia's largest
AIDS clinic. The ABC interviewed the
eminent Dr Gold, and presented him
with Rex's claim. Dr Gold replied "I'm
amazed to hear that. I've never heard
of Mr Hans Rex and I've never seen
the product before ." He believes this
is charlatanism and is taking
advantage of people in the most
tragic circumstances.
He suggested that if a plastic and
aluminium gadget can cure AIDS ,
then we may as well abandon medical
science.
Rex was only slightly set back
when asked "Do you think Dr Gold
would support your claims?"
He
responded "Well ... er ... I think so!"
Not even complete exposure of
the falsity of his reported clinical test
caused him more than a moment's
hesitation.
Hans Rex's pseudosclence

Much of the videotaped interview
between Rex, John Millard and
myself consisted of Rex pouring forth
a stream of pseudoscientific terms in
support of his various bogus devices.
Typical of his mumbo-jumbo was "I
have created kinemassic force fields
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by matching two different metals in
the Harmatron."
When given a
response "But that's nonsense, it
can't work at all", he replied "You're
typical of all the scientists with closed
minds."
Mr Rex complained that a physicist
at Sydney University, Dr Anthony
Garrett,
ignored
all
the
documentation he provided. In fact,
Dr Garrett spent many weeks of his
own time studying the supplied
material, but found only some badlywritten science which in no way
supported Rex's claims.
One item which went to air on
"The Investigators" was Rex's claim
that it was all explained by "the TillerEinstein model of negative spacetime". I turned to John Millard and
said "Negative space-time? I think
that's where these things belong."
Diagnosis by tooth fillings

While exploring the world of
alternative medicine, I have been
diagnosed by bumps on the head
(phrenology), the soles of the feet
(reflexology), the iris of the eye
(below) Tooth filling diagnosis result
(below right) Ian Bryce's block diagram of the
Harmonology International Energy Healing
System.
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(iridology) and by probing the
stomach (hara diagnosis) . But none
of this prepared me for my
introduction to Rex' latest technique.
While the ABC film crew were first
getting organised, Rex's offsider,
Philippe Thebault, kindly offered me
a free consultation. (He and Rex did
not yet know who I was.) We sat
down at a table on which was placed
three white boxes, covered with
knobs, switches and meters, and
connected by wires. (These can be
seen
on
"The
Investigators"
segment.)
There
followed
(remember, you read it here first)
medical diagnosis by tooth fillings!
Mr Thebault explained that
mercury, copper and silver leaching
out of amalgam tooth fillings could
cause
medical problems,
and
moreover each particular tooth affects
a particular organ.
He then
proceeded to measure the electrical
resistance from each tooth filling to
the rest of my body, with the box
apparently
configured
as
an
ohmmeter.
A dental chart with the reading for
each tooth was provided.
He
recommended that I get my amalgam
fillings replaced with plastic fillings.
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Diagnosis by sallva

Thebault then used a second
diagnostic technique on me.
A
sample of saliva was taken on a slip of
paper and placed on the plastic
surface of white box number 1 (let us
say) . A pair of tweezers was used,
again without any sterilisation.
He explained that all organs of a
type (eg lungs) vibrate at a particular
frequency, and the equipment was
measuring those vibrations as
represented in the saliva.
He
selected each vibration using knobs
on box number 2. A row of green
knobs
selected
organ
system
(endocrine, digestive, circulatory,
lymphatic, urinary, etc) while a row of
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Lack of hygiene

Not only was the electric current
mildly painful, but I may have received
more than I hoped for. I later realised
that the probe used to contact my
teeth was not sterilised, not even
wiped, before or after my diagnosis.
One wonders if Mr Rex and Mr
Thebault, far from being able to cure
AIDS as claimed, might even be
spreading it among their unfortunate
patients due to ignorance of basic
hygiene.
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red knobs selected diseases or
problems (food, toxins, viruses,
drugs, bacteria, yeast, deficiencies,
etc).
Box number 3 contained the
ohmmeter
setup.
Thebault
proceeded to select an organ system
and disease on Box 2 and for each
selection touched the resistance
probe to his thumb - "an acupuncture
point".
This, of course, gave a
different reading on the meter each
time, accompanied by electronic
whistles from a speaker (The Machine
That Goes Ping?).
Readings on or below 80% were
claimed to show a problem.
My
results were: adrenal, 80; skin, 80;
liver, 80;
lungs, 78;
brain, 95;
kidney, 100.
My final diagnosis was as follows:
- Strong allergy to dairy products
and problems with digesting them;
- Asthma;
- Candida;
- Sinus;
- Casein
deposits
emerging
through skin under eyes.
In fact, I have never suffered from
the first four, and the fifth is absurd.
Zero out of five for diagnosis by tooth
filling and saliva!

Healing at a distance
The array of white boxes was
labelled "Harmonology International
Energy Healing System". I asked Mr
Thebault and Mr Rex, "I have seen
how you diagnose using this
machine, but how does it heal?"
With its rows of knobs, dials and
wires, the explanation should have
been right up my alley. But I almost
fell off my chair when they explained,
"This will probably be new to you, but
we use it to broadcast a remedy. We
send out healing waves, and reach
the patient wherever he or she may
be."
What a scam! You see the poor
gullible patient once for diagnosis,
and then continue to send out bills
for treatment thereafter.

The expose
It is not often that a Skeptic is
confronted with a bogus setup which
can be completely debunked in one
stroke.
One reads of Randi and

Houdini
exposing
psychic
and
paranormal frauds on camera, but I
didn't expect the opportunity to
present itself to me.
While Rex was raving on endlessly
about morphogenetic fields, my eye
idly fell to the mass of electrical cables
with
3.5mm
"banana
plug"
connections, and started tracing
them from point to point. I suddenly
realised that there was only one wire
joining Box 1 to Box 3, and that same
connection was the only wire to Box
2! All other wires ran round in circles,
or to the probes for the ohmmeter in
Box3.
It was extremely difficult to bring
the conversation around to the
Energy Healing System without
giving away my intentions, because
Rex will tolerate no interruption, but
gladly interrupts every sentence of
other people.
However, I did
introduce the equipment and was
able to to hold up Box 1, on which the
saliva sample had been placed,
showing one single wire connected.
Of course, the law of conservation
of charge states that a closed circuit is
needed to carry a current. In this
case, there was no return path for the
electrons.
Likewise,
Box
2,
containing all the knobs used to
select organs and diseases, had a
single wire dangling from it. Neither
box could have the slightest
influence on Box 3, which contained
the meter.
Unfortunately, the ABC crew ran
out of video cassettes at the crucial
moment, due to Rex' interminable
ramblings. I guess this shows that
investigators must take charge of
such confrontations, and not allow
the subject to sidetrack the enquiry.
Has this bogus diagnosis and
healing system benefitted anyone?
Hans Rex told us earlier that he has
sold 37 of them to other practitioners
in four countries, and the current
price is $1200. He has also sold
many other products, and carriers on
a practice as well.

Conclusion
The area of medical cures,
especially for terminal disease such
as AIDS, is one where sick people are
particularly vulnerable. Often they are

willing to "try anything", and are not
able to sort out the fraudulent,
especially if it is presented in an
apparently scientific manner.
Hans Rex and Philippe Thebault
have proven themselves willing to sell
do
expensive
gadgets
which
nothing, to provide false diagnoses,
and to charge for broadcasting
nonexistent "healing waves". They
falsely claim to be able to cure
terminal disease, and back it up with a
fictitious clinical test and bogus
scientific literature. This material has
been placed before the NSW Health
Department, and we look forward to a
full investigation.

Have you got
YOUR
Skeptics
T-Shirt?
Featuring the two sides of
the bent spoon story
(front and back)
.\u , 1rahan
ShT"it..,

\l1t'd lil.:t
10 gtl

a fC'\lo· things
stra.igh1

Available in any colour
you want (as long as
it's white)
Sizes: Large size only
Cost: ONLY $11
inc postage

ORDER YOURS NOW!
Make sure you specify your name,
address
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News Report: The CSF Summer School
Dr Alex Ritchie, curator of ·
at
the
Australian
fosslls
reports
on
Museum,
the
Creation Science Foundation's
School,
Summer
which
featured
a
"big
gun",
a
who
palaeontologist
studied
evolutionist,
under
leading
Stephen Jay Gould.

I was first alerted to the CSF's 1990
Summer School by a reporter from
The Australian seeking my opinion
on Dr Andrew Snelling's claim that
Ayers Rock formed in the one year of
Noah's Flood!
The Summer School was held at
Wesley College, Sydney University,
from January 8-13, 1990.
The
Summer School lead speaker,
brought out as usual at great
expense from the US, was Dr Kurt
Wise of Dayton, Ohio. I first met Dr
Wise in the studios of ABC radio 2BL
on Tuesday, January 9 for a half hour
debate on science and creationism
compered very fairly by Andrew ("The
Money Or The Gun") Denton.
Kurt Wise was accompanied by Dr
Carl Wieland, founder and current
director of the CSF. I was intrigued
that it required two creationists to
confront one
evolutionist but
decided to regard that as a
compliment.
As the debate
progressed, it also proved to be a
bonus because Carl Wieland (acting
as
fundamentalist
commissar)
dumped Kurt Wise right into it several
times with leading questions, to the
latter's obvious discomfiture.
Wieland's main problem was that
Dr Wise is that rare beast, an
intellectually
honest
and
straightforward creationist with good
scientific credentials. Wise doesn't
hesitate to give a straight answer to a
straight question, even when it may
reflect poorly on the creationist case.
After the debate, I had an
opportunity to talk to Dr Wise, whom I
found to be pleasant, courteous and
scientifically
knowledgeable
in
palaeontology. He is a Chicago and
Harvard graduate and a student of

Stephen Jay Gould, a fact milked for
all it is worth by the CSF, but Wise was
clearly uncomfortable with this
emphasis.
Knowing he was
scheduled to give a talk entitled "Am I
a Monkey's Nephew - Fossils and
Human Evolution" on the Thursday
evening session, I invited him to visit
the Museum and see our fine new
human evolution gallery, "Tracks
Through Time", but he doubted if he
would have the opportunity.
In the next two days, I was
interviewed
on
several
radio
programs
countering
creationist
claims. Dr Tim Flannery, Australian
Museum mammalogist, also had two
radio interviews. In one of these he
followed and effectively demolished
Andrew Snelling, who was foolhardy
enough to claim that the Bible was
not only literally true but also internally
consistent, a claim that Tim was happy
to refute with examples, chapter and
verse.
Summer School sessions
The Summer School program
featured the usual mixture of topics in
a heavy six day program. Although
the program boldly stated "It's for
everyone - layman or scientist", few
scientists of my acquaintance even
knew it was on. Unlike ANZMS (the
annual conference of the Australian
New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science), it was not
advertised in scientific circles. As
usual, I got the clear impression that
real scientists were the last people
that the creationists want to attract to
their meetings.
Each conference day began with
devotions (8.30 am), followed by five
lecture and/or film sessions running
from 9.15 am to 9.30 pm (with
tea/meal breaks), ending with a
panel/discussion session at 9.30 pm!
One has to admire creationist
stamina, if nothing else.
I decided to attend two talks in the
Thursday program having neither the
time nor, frankly, the stomach to
attend more.
From previous
experience of CSF meetings, I

suspected (correctly as it proved) that
there would be little or no opportunity
for questions or debate during or
immediately after each session. The
only time allocated for questions was
the
9.30
pm
panel/discussion
session. Creationist devotion to 'free
speech', so loudly proclaimed in their
media releases, is seldom extended
to others, especially scientists who
seek to question them publicly.
As a geologist/palaeontologist of
35 years experience, I went to hear Dr
Snelling (BSc [Hons) Geology,
University of NSW, PhD Geology,
University of Sydney) talk on "How
Old is Everything", a fairly important
subject to all geologists.
I was
intrigued to hear a qualified geologist
defend the idea that the earth was
formed in six days, 6000 years ago,
then destroyed and rebuilt in a oneyear worldwide Flood around 2345
BC (during which year, according to
Snelling, Ayers Rock was formed).
At my suggestion, Dr David
Hendry, supervisor of Dr Snelling's
doctoral research, also attended the
talk. In fairness to Dr Hendry, it
should be noted that his former
student's conversion to young-earth
creationism and evangelism only
became apparent after Snelling left
Sydney University. David Hendry, a
geologist
and
geochemist,
is
conversant with dating methods used
by scientists of all denominations
worldwide.
Snelling's talk, first in the morning
program, was presented to an
audience of about 120 people and
was a travesty of geology. Snelling
used all the time allocated, quoting
from increasingly fatuous examples,
and deliberately leaving no time for
questions.
The chairnan, Dr Wieland, quickly
tried to close the session for morning
tea.
As one of three qualified
geologists in the audience, I objected
loudly. When I requested the right of
reply to some of Snelling's more
ludicrous 'geological' statements, I
was informed that I could only do so
during question time at 9.30 pm, 11
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hours later! I stood my ground and
appealed to the audience for a fair
hearing and received sufficient
support that I was permitted to speak.
Using Snelling's own block diagram of
Grand Canyon geology on an
overhead projector, I asked him to
explain how such a complex
geological structure could be formed
in a one-year Flood. The answer,
from a 'qualified' geologist, was
pathetic.
Dr
Hendry
followed
me,
introduced
himself
and
his
relationship (as supervisor) with the
speaker. He sought permission to
comment on some of the incredible
dating methods cited by his former
student, all of which gave 'ages'
under 6000 years for the earth, not to
mention the sun, moon and stars.
Not only was he refused, he was
shouted down, surrounded and even
physically threatened by a member of
the audience.
It was a very unpleasant
experience. To Snelling's everlasting
shame, he meekly stood by and
made no effort to intervene to defend
his supervisor and former friend. For
David Hendry, attending his first
creation 'science' meeting, it was also
a very enlightening one, especially
concerning
creationist's
interpretation of 'free speech', especially
on university premises.
I was intrigued to read the
subsequent creationist version of the
event in the CSF's Creation Prayer
News report on the Summer School:
Disruption
An unfortunate but short-lived disruption
towards the end of one of the day-time
lectures caused many attendees to tell us
afterwards that it had increased their
resolve to pray for us and heightened their
awareness of the crucial spiritual nature
of this battle.

And to think that David Hendry
and I believed we were asking a
'qualified geologist' to answer simple,
straightforward
questions
on
geology! Now I begin to understand
why Andrew Snelling has been
running ever since I publicly
challenged him to a debate on Flood
geology.

Kurt Wlse's talk

Undeterred by the morning
unpleasantness, I decided to attend
the evening session to hear the
visiting American spokesman, Dr
Wise, speak on fossils and 'human'
evolution.
Since I was heavily
involved in preparing the "Tracks
Through Time" gallery, I was
interested to hear a creationist
interpretation of the subject. Dr Wise,
who had been present at Snelling's
talk, and who was clearly upset by the
unpleasant affair involving Dr Hendry,
assured me that I would be able to ask
questions after his talk.
I am delighted to report that it was
a most enjoyable experience, and
everything that the morning session
was not.
Unlike his Australian
colleague, Dr Snelling, Kurt Wise had
thoroughly researched his topic and
presented it absolutely fairly, from
both the creationist and scientific
points of view.
He introduced his talk by stating
bluntly that he had good news and
bad news for his (largely creationist)
audience of about 500 people. The
good news was that he felt the
human fossil record could be
accommodated within the Creation
model; the bad news was that the
fossil record could not be ignored,
and should not be misrepresented,
by creationists. He frankly admitted
that much more work remained to be
done by creationists, especially on
the age aspect.
Wise considered most Mesozoic
and Cainozoic rocks to be 'Flood'
deposits. He stated categorically that
most supposed human remains or
artefacts claimed to have been found
in such sediments should be
considered as unproven.
He
approached the topic systematically
and, within the constraints of his
creationist beliefs, with considerable
intellectual honesty. I try to present
his argument fairly, having taken
comprehensive notes of his talk.
1) Why are there are no human
remains in Flood sediments?
Since one of the stated purposes
of the Biblical Flood was to destroy
humans, and the same Flood also
killed enormous numbers of animals

(whose remains are preserved as
fossils), absence of fossil human
remains in such deposits must be
explained.
There were various
possible reasons:
a) Probability - some creationists
estimate there were up to four billion
people on earth before the Flood, so
why no trace of their remains? If they
were drowned and distributed evenly
through the top two kilometres of
sediments statistically one might
expect only three or four skeletons at
the surface at any point in time,
assuming all those drowned were
preserved as fossils.
b)
Differential mobility - lower
sediments in crust contain mainly
marine organisms, in fact the vast bulk
of fossils are of marine organisms
anyway,
for
obvious
reasons.
Humans didn't wait around, tried to
escape the rising waters, and may
have selectively survived until the
deposition
of
later sediments.
Anyway, most human skeletons
would break up and disintegrate
before burial.
c)
Differential suspension - land
animals tend to sink and float several
times before finally sinking, and are
thus often destroyed instead of
being buried and fossilised.
d)
Lay claims - most claims of
supposed
pre-Cainozoic
human
'fossils' or artefacts were made by lay
people, not palaeoanthropologists.
Usually the original matrix has been
removed
and
the
specimens
thoroughly cleaned, removing all
evidence of original context and
rendering
them
worthless
as
evidence. (Kurt Wise reminded his
audience that fossils out of context
are also worthless, as he experienced
when working as a student in the
Field Museum of Natural History,
Chicago.)
e) Preferential Divine destruction since the purpose of the Flood was
to destroy utterly most of humanity,
the Creator might also have wanted to
selectively destroy all subsequent
fossil evidence of them because
such relics might later have been
used for worship - so the destruction
had to be complete!
Wise concluded, from the above,
that the discovery of human finds in
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Flood sediments was improbable. He
then turned to the ackowledged
hominid fossil record (presumably
post-Flood).
2) No definite hominid fossils
before the Pliocene.
Wise said he had studied
Miocene primate fossils under David
Pilbeam, Harvard University, and
agreed that some Miocene primates
had many shared characteristics with
humans. He interpreted these as
"mixed" or "mosaic" animals (or
"chimaeras") and the gap in prePliocene fossil record leaves roots of
humans in an uncertain position.
3) Hominid fossils contain many
uncertainties.
Wise said this wasn't a critique of
evolutionary theory; he would try to
understand and explain hominid
fossils in terms of Creation theory.
But for purposes of discussion, he
would also assume and refer to the
scientific ages of such specimens in
millions of years (and in the
subsequent discussion he did just
that, absolutely fairly).
a) There was great uncertainty in the
ages assigned to many important
fossil hominid specimens, eg cave
finds.
b) Many, perhaps most, fossils were
very fragmentary.
c) Such finds were extremely rare;
the total would fill only a few boxes.
d) Many fossil finds displayed the
same "mosaic" or "chimaera" effects
as in Miocene primates - also
commonly seen in invertebrate
fossils.
(Wise claimed this could
eaasily be explained under the
Creation model, but wasn't easy to
understand in the evolutionary
explanation, but didn't elaborate on
his reasons for this statement.)
4)
Reinterpretation of hominid
fossil record.
Wise stunned his creationist
audience by stating bluntly that all
hominid fossils were post-Flood, and
therefore they support evolution and
diversification in hominids!
This
means that:
a) Reinterpretation of fossil humans
needs to be done by creationists.

11
b) Radiometric dating also needs reevaluation; Wise frankly admitted that
there is a consistent pattern in the
evolution model, but not in the
Creation version.
c) Neandertals were not in man's
direct lineage; in Middle East sites
Neandertals were contemporaries of,
not forerunners to, Homo sapiens
sapiens. Neandertals were thus a
human offshoot, cousins but not
ancestors.
d) Australopithecines were also not
in
the
human
lineage.
Australopithecines had a small brain,
not
significantly
different from
modern apes, but they were also
upright in stature (as shown by their
skeleton) and walked upright (as
shown by their footprints, eg from
Laetoli).
The Lucy skeleton and
structure shows clear evidence for
bipedality.
Wise reviewed Charles Oxnard's
work on morphometric analysis of
fossil hominids which, he claimed,
supported the mosaic or chimaera
nature of Australopithecines. The
presence of curved bones in the
hands or feet indicated the ability to
climb and swing.
When analysed for locomotory
methods (knuckle walking, nonhuman bipedal walking or human
bipedal walking) Australopithecines
fell out in a separate group from
modern humans: Sexual dimorphismevidence from Australopithecines
isn't clear but suggests a 2:1 sex ratio
(as in gorillas, chimps and orangs) but
unlike modem humans where it is
1:1 . On other criteria, the African and
Asian apes plotted out in separate
groups, the clear implication being
that our relationships were with the
African group.
Wise
concluded
that
Australopithecines did not lie in the
lineage of modem man (pointing out
correctly that this had also long been
the view of the Leakey family) but that
they represented other non-human
hominids who lived after the Flood.
5) Homo erectus does appear to
be in man's lineage, therefore the
Creation model has to accept H.
erectus as humans. The recent
discovery of the almost complete

skeleton of West Turkana boy shows
erectus reached nearly six feet tall.
Erectus brains were smaller, skulls
and skeleton more rugged but there
is no doubt that they were human.
6) Homo habilis may not be in the
human lineage - there are relatively
few specimens, mostly fragmentary;
recent discoveries suggest that there
may be more than one species
eg atricanus.
included in habilis,
Other recent 'habilis'
finds (by
Johansen in Olduvai) indicate the
arms may have been relatively even
longer than Lucy's. The time range of
habilis overlaps or even coincides
with early Homo erectus.
In summing up, Kurt Wise
admitted it was difficult to explain why
so many Australopithecine, and not
human, fossils have been found in
'post-Flood' deposits. He suggested
perhaps humans hadn't spread far
from the Tower of Babel. But he also
frankly admitted the difficulty in dating
remains. Creationists clearly had to
seek ways of reducing scientists' time
scale of five million years to the 5000
year post-Flood creationist model
but, he said, they were still working to
resolve this aspect!
In presenting scientific evidence
from hominid fossils, Wise was
scrupulously fair but, in his attempts
to
reconcile
his
young-earth
creationist beliefs with the scientific
evidence, he had to resort to some
tortuous arguments.
It was an
intriguing mixture of creationist
reasoning and scientific fact.
His audience was clearly stunned
by the implication that not only Homo
erectus people but other bipedal
hominids such as the Australopithecines were all post-Flood
hominids (and thus lived long after
Adam and Eve), and that they
somehow had to be accommodated
in the human family, even if not in the
direct line.
Question time
At question time, there was none
of the morning's unpleasantness - I
suspect Kurt Wise may have had a
word with the CSF organisers. I
identified myself, my position in the
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Museum and my role in creating
"Tracks Through Time". I explained
that I had come not to scoff but as a
sceptic.
I said that I had been
pleasantly
surprised
and
congratulated Kurt Wise on an
absolutely fair presentation of the
scientific evidence, despite the
obvious problems it caused for the
creationist case. Since these revolve
mainly around the question of dating,
the problem is mainly in the
creationist court.
In
his
courteous,
honest
responses,
Kurt
Wise
frankly
admitted that this was the main
problem in reconciling the scientific
and creationist viewpoints.
He went on to say that, following
our first meeting, he had managed to
visit the Museum to see "Tracks
Through Time", which he praised
highly
for
its
comprehensive
coverage and recommended to his
creationist audience. By this stage,
an increasingly agitated Carl Wieland
tried to intervene to get the
discussion back on pure creationist
lines.
Afterwards, Wise and I retired to a
quiet corner of Wesley College for a
long discussion on science and
creationism over a cup of coffee. We
parted good friends, agreeing to
differ over certain fundamental issues
(mainly the evidence for the age of
the earth and the fossil record) but
with mutual respect for each other's
opinion.
in
The
subsequent
report
Creation Prayer News was especially
interesting for those able to read
between the lines:

"On the Thursday night Dr Wise's
uncomprom1smg rigorous academic
approach to the evidence even earned him
public acclaim from the man responsible
for the construction of the 'human
evolution' exhibit at the Australian
Museum. Though some would have
naturally preferred more positive
statements highlighting the creationist
position
on
that
night,
his
uncompromising approach to the data
only added to the strength of his later
presentation on the geological evidence
for global catastrophe ... "

Footnote
In The Sydney Morning Herald
(Jan 16, 1990), their religious
correspondent, Alan Gill, reported on
an interview with leaders of the CSF
Summer School. Mr Gill regretted
that the Wesley College telephonist
had been abused and the university
had been attacked for allowing its
facilities to be used for such
purposes.
"Whatever happened to free
speech?" Alan Gill asked, with some
justification. I agree wholeheartedly
and I vigorously defend creationists'
right to free speech. However, there
is another side to the story, one
familiar to all who have attended CSF
meetings on public educational
premises and who have tried to speak
freely on the topics being addressed,
as illustrated above.
Alan Gill informed me that he did
not attend the actual conference but
merely interviewed Drs Wieland and
Snelling during a break in the
conference.
Although his article
included a quotation from Dr Wise, I
discovered, to my surprise, that Gill
had not been allowed to interview
Kurt even though he was the leading
visiting speaker at the conference.
I am sorry that Alan Gill wasn't
allowed to interview Kurt Wise. I am
sure it would have resulted in a much
more constructive, stimulating and
thought-provoking article. Instead,
we were served up the same old
reheated hash from our Queenslandbased creationists whose main tactic
(I suggest deliberately) is to confuse,
not clarify, the differences between
religion and science, to the detriment
of both disciplines.
On the question of 'free speech', I
defend the right of organisations
such as the CSF to use university
premises. I suggest, however, that
their protestations would carry more
weight if they extended the same
rights to others when they hold public
meetings on public educational
premises.
Postscript
Over two years ago, in The
Sydney Morning Herald, I challenged
Andrew Snelling to a public debate
on "Flood Geology". Snelling and

the CSF responded to my challenge
by agreeing to do it if it were held on
national television, not the easiest
thing to arrange.
Then, in midFebruary this year, I was contacted by
the ABC's "Couchman" program who
were seeking to arrange a "Science v
Creationism" debate on national TV.
Despite reservations about the
value of such confrontations, I was
willing, as were other scientific
colleagues.
Unfortunately, after
some deliberation, Drs Snelling and
Wieland and the Creation Science
Foundation declined the invitation,
pleading lack of time to prepare
properly.
I find this rather puzzling. They
have had at least 6000 years, by their
reckoning, to prepare their case and
no new information has come to light
recently from their side to change the
picture.

Addendum
In the previous issue of The
Skeptic, Barry Williams responded to
a letter from Dr Wieland re "The
Quote Book", in which Mr Williams
criticised the CSF for, firstly,
publishing a book with so many errors
in it, and secondly, for not
withdrawing it from sale when the
errors were pointed out. We now
understand that a new edition of "The
Quote Book" has been published,
correcting the supposedly "few
errors" the CSF had discovered.
However, rather than pulp the
previous erroneous edition, we have
been informed that it is still for sale.
An attendee at the CSF Summer
School purchased a "job lot" of CSF
publications
(three
copies
of
magazines etc randomly selected,
apparently, by the CSF and packed in
plastic bags). The purchaser of these
job lots is not entirely sure which
issues he will receive. In the set
purchased was a copy of Creation Ex
Nihilo which contained, surprisingly,
the first edition of "The Quote Book".
It is a shame that the CSF has not
made greater efforts to remove the
incorrect
publication from sale
entirely, as any reputable scientific
publisher would do once informed it
was so badly in error.
- TM
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News Report: Skeptics & the "untold story"
Barry Williams looks at another . a kindly soul, I won't. Suffice to quote
piece of amazing research by
a couple of passages from the first
creationists.
paragraphs, which should give
readers the flavour: "As a young
As noted in our last issue, the
Christian struggling with evolution"
Creation Science Foundation (CSF)
and "Darwin [who] at the time ... was
has blown the whistle on Australian
being embraced by others with
Skeptics. At least, that is what I think
increasing vigour''.
they thought they were doing. In a
Further on we strike the statement
rambling, largely irrelevant, but if the
"The significant impact of the creation
introduction is to be believed,
scientists has meant that most
extensively researched, article in
informed Christians no longer feel
Creation Ex Nihilo (Vol 12, No 1)
threatened by evolutionary thinking."
entitled "The anti-creationist lobby ...
This less than accurate statement
the untold story", the author leaves
seems to ignore a couple of relevant
the story substantially where he
facts: informed Christians have never
found it - untold.
felt threatened
by evolutionary
This article displays all of the
thinking and creation 'scientists' have
intellectual rigour and scrupulous
always felt threatened by thinking.
regard for the truth, for which the
Finally, we come to the following
publications of the CSF are justly
Churchillian declaration: "We are
renowned . It seeks to portray the
witnessing a profound intellectual
CSF and like minded outfits as the
and ideological struggle with farlast bastions of Western Civilisation
reaching
social
and
political
As We Know It. If that is true, and I am
consequences." I would agree that
fairly certain it is not, then Western
this is a reasonably accurate depiction
Civilisation As We Know It is in for a
of the state of the world at the
rough old time.
moment, but for the life of me I can't
The author, John Heininger, is
see how the creationists are involved.
described as state co-ordinator and
The only sentence in which I can
member of national executive,
imagine the terms 'creation scientists'
National Alliance for Christian
and 'profound intellectual' being
Leadership; chairman, Evangelical
used together is in an ironic context.
Apologetics Society of Australia. If
this article is anything to go by, I have
Shock Horror!
no doubt that Mr Heininger gets
But, enough of this frivolity, what
plenty of practice in apologising. He
about the "eye-opening" expose of
is a graduate of Moody Bible Institute
Australian Skeptics?
and has studied law and theology at
The following statement is the
Simon Greenleaf School of Law in
crux of the revelations: ''The
California. My extensive research (I
Australian Skeptics are directly
read the indexes) of 12 directories of
affiliated with their American parent,
educational institutions in the USA
the Committee for the Scientific
revealed no mention of the Simon
Investigation of Claims of the
Greenleaf of Law. The Moody Bible
Paranormal (CSICOP). The chairman
Institute is interesting in that, among a
of CSICOP is no less than noted
series of religiously based majors,
American Humanist Paul Kurtz, past
there rests a rather incongruous
editor of Thr Humanist
and
reference to aviation technology. For
responsible for drafting the Humanist
Sky Pilots, perhaps?
Manifesto II. The current president is
I could be unkind and suggest that
Mark Plummer, who was past
Mr Heininger's literary style owes
president of both the Australian
more to Mills & Boon, with an overlay
Skeptics and the Australian Humanist
of the apocalyptic, than it does to the
movement."
Authorised Version, however, being
Hardly the sutff of controversy, I

would have thought, even if it were
true. The problem is, in that brief but
"extensively researched" statement
of fact, there are two untruths. Not
important untruths, quite trivial ones
in fact, but untruths nonetheless.
Australian Skeptics is not affiliated
with CSICOP and has not been for
several years. CSICOP and about 50
other groups around the world have
similar aims, the exposure of
pseudoscience, but none of these
organisations is in any way affiliated
with Australian Skeptics.
Mark
Plummer was never president of
CS ICOP, he was executive director, a
significantly different position.
As I say, these matters are fairly
trivial, and would not concern anyone
too much even if true. It merely
points out that any "extensive
research" conducted by members of
the CSF should be treated with
truckloads of salt. If they can get
simple , publicly available 'facts'
wrong, what are we to make of the
serious pronouncements they make?
This error is compounded by the fact
that Mr Heininger phoned me some
months ago to ask various questions
about Australian Skeptics and I gave
him factual answers, both about the
organisation generally and specifically
on the two items he got wrong. Why
wouldn't I? Australian Skeptics has
nothing to hide and has nothing to
fear from the truth.
Why, you might be asking
yourselves, would a creationist make
such seemingly trivial and obvious
mistakes?
It is important to the
creationists' self image that there not
be a general and widespread
antipathy and contempt for their
infantile beliefs. It must be part of a
sinister, worldwide plot, manipulated
by forces that are identified in their
own little demonology. Humanists,
communists, atheists and others of
like ilk, as if these terms were
synonymous, which, of course, they
are not. It is critical to this conspiracy
theory that all opponents be linked,
preferrably in a clandestine way.
The remainder of the article
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supports this argument, consisting of
wide ranging attacks on various
American organisations which are
perceived as being dedicated to the
Judea-Christian
of
destruction
influences in western civilisation.
Such organisations may well exist,
but Australian Skeptics is not one of
them. Our purpose is to expose
pseudoscience, and this is the only
argument we have with the CSF.
They promote a pseudoscientific
view that is not materially different
from that promoted by other New Age
Other organisations
philosophies.
may well oppose creationism for
similar, or for entirely different
reasons. That is not evidence of a
plot, it is evidence that creation
'science' is regarded sceptically by a
wide range of people, all of whom
may or may not approve of Australian
Skeptics.
Australian Skeptics does not
promote "easy divorce, abortion on
demand, legalised sodomy, the right
to suicide" as the article implies, nor
any other of the catalogue of 'evils'
listed. Neither do we condemn them,
they being outside our frames of
reference. Legalised sodomy with
the denizens of UFOs or easy
divorces from discarnate channelled
entities may be of interest to
Australian Skeptics, but for reasons
other than moral ones.
Mr
in
enough,
Curiously
Heininger's broad brush attack on
American organisations opposed to
creation 'science', no mention was
made of that hot-bed of radical
States
United
the
discontent,
Supreme Court, which, in an
unusually one-sided verdict (seven
votes to two), decided in 1987 that
creation 'science' was a religious
belief and it was thus a violation of the
US Constitutional separation of
church and state to teach it in public
schools. As a matter of historical
States
United
the
interest,
Constitution was adopted 23 years
before the birth of Charles Darwin.
One further group that missed out on
Mr Heininger's ire was the substantial
body of citizens who can count up to
eleven without removing a shoe.

links with other societies

Because it is so important to
creationists that we are part of the
plot, they seek to make an issue of
the fact that some prominent
Skeptics are also Humanists. As far
as I am aware, only one member of
the national committee of Australian
Skeptics is also a member of the
Humanist Society, a fact which I also
We
conveyed to Mr Heininger.
number among the committee
members, three members of the
Manly Warringah Rugby League
the
of
members
two
Club,
of
Brotherhood
International
Magicians, two members of Mensa, a
member of the Australian Scientific
Industry Association, one member of
the Royal Australian College of
General Practitioners and, no doubt,
other
assorted
of
members
professional, scientific, social, service
and learned societies.
I know · for certain that Tim
Mendham was foundation secretary
of the Sydney University Tolkein
Society and, as I will confess here for
the first time, I am president of an
the
as
known
organisation
of
Confederation
International
Knotted String Consultants.
To the best of my knowledge,
none of these bodies (including the
Humanists) poses any serious threat
to Western Civilisation As We Know It,
and none of ·them are affiliated with
Australian Skeptics. There is no
doubt, however, that when this
information becomes known to the
CSF, all of them are certain to
become subsumed within the Great
(Imaginary) Conspiracy.
In seeking to tar Australian
Skeptics with some sort of brush of
innuendo (If I may mix an improbable
metaphor), Mr Heininger makes much
of the fact that an unnamed patron of
our organisation was once a member
of the Australian Communist Party. It
is quite clear that he is referring to
Phillip Adams, and there are two ways
in which this 'secret' information could
have been discovered. One is by
having a contact in the security
services, and the other is by reading
Phillip's column in the Weekend
frequently
which
Australian,

catalogues Phillip's former associations and also his disillusionment
with them.
It is instructive to note that no
mention was made of our two other
patrons, former Australian of the Year,
Dick Smith, famous for his promotion
of free enterprise (among many other
things), and Dr Paul Wild, former head
of CSIRO and one of Australia's best
Nor did Mr
known scientists.
Heininger, despite the fact that he
knew it, choose to mention that the
current president of Australian
regards
personally
Skeptics
communism as a very similar type of
belief to creationism - an ideological
dogma, totally devoid of intellectual
content and entirely unsupported by
empirical evidence. Why not mention
these facts? Because they do not fit
within the conspiracy theory.
Methods

None of the foregoing explanation
will mean a thing to any creationist.
They quite clearly will not believe
anything that does not accord with
their pre-ordained dogma. This is
very evident in their so-called
science. If a fact is inconvenient, or if
it does not fit the conclusion with
which you begin, then ignore it or
rationalise it until it does fit. More
innuendo,
use
importantly,
misquotation, distortion, guilt by
association, ad hominen arguments,
anything at all. What are a few lies
when your goal is the preservation of
western civilisation?
Western civilisation may have
many faults, but it does strive to be
liberal, democratic, tolerant and
encouraging of free and individual
expression. That it does not always
achieve these ideals is regrettable
but it certainly is unlikely to be
improved by the adoption of
intolerant fundamentalist religiously
The real
based pseudoscience.
problem with the CSF is not that it
Western
preserve
to
wants
Civilisation As We Know It, but rather
that its goal appears to be Western
Civilisation As It Never Was.
To conclude, I will quote what
seems to be an appropriate heading
from the article in question: "Why
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unethical tactics - Why not just
scientific logic?". Australian Skeptics
is perfectly happy for the creation
'scientists' to seek to promote their
ideas in the correct forum for scientific ·
ideas, scientific journals and the like.
Then their ideas can be tested
against prevailing models and, if
successful, they will no doubt be
accepted.
Creationist
'science'
is
not
published within these forums, not
because of any plot, but because
they are rarely submitted (and
accepted less often) . In contrast,
creationists seek to have their ideas
promulgated
by using political
pressure tactics and by invoking
entirely inappropriate
ideas of
'fairness', 'equal time' or 'democracy'.
These
are
undoubtedly
the
"unethical tactics" referred to above.
Science is a tool that rational beings
use to explain the natural world by
natural means.
By invoking a
supernatural element, as a sine qua
non of its beliefs, creation 'science' is
not science by definition.
As for the remainder of the
rhetorical question asked by Mr
Heininger, "Why not just scientific
logic?", my only rejoinder is "Why not
indeed?".
DIV CREATIONIST
COMPETITION

Write a short story, or article, in 400
words or less, which includes the
phrases, "as a young Christian
struggling with evolution" and
"Darwin was being embraced by
others with increasing vigour". The
theme of the story should concern
Western Civilisation As We Know It,
or some different but equally
profound topic. Winning entries will
be printed in The Skeptic and the
author may well be added to the CSF
hate list. Winner(s) will receive a copy
of either "Creationism - An Australian
Perspective" or "Skeptical" (please
specify with the entry). Entries to
Australian Skeptics, PO Box E324,
St James 2000 asap.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

THE SIXTH
AUSTRALIAN
SKEPTICS
CONFERENCE
"Science Education and
Critical Thinking"

MELBOURNE
JUNE 9-10, 1990
HOLMESGLEN
TRAINING & CONFERENCE
CENTRE
CHADSTONE
Further details will be published in
the next issue of "The Skeptic"
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News Report: Astrology Metaphysics
After
the
recent
successful
prosecution of the "psychic" John
Fitzsimons in Victoria (see The
Skeptic, Spring 1989) the Victorian
committee was interested to see a
new starter in the same field. The
flyer read in part:
FREE LECTURE
lam Parnell, who has spent half his life
researching the mysteries of the Universe,
answers many of the questions that have
eluded mankind for centuries.

The venue was the Moorabbin
Lecture Rooms, in the bayside
suburb of Melbourne. The first (of
many) disappointments on entering
the meeting was the request for "$3
to cover costs". So much for the
'free' lecture.
lam Parnell (or larn Muir from his
business card - maybe a name from a
past life?) appeared to be in his mid30s with appearance and manner in
line with the New Age era.
Attendance was thirty-three, three or
four of whom appeared to be friends
or followers of Mr Parnell/Muir. The
majority were female in the 20-30 age
group, with a few males in this age
group and an elderly couple at the
other extreme .
The lecture itself was titled "How
we ourselves are the creator of what
we experience" and was far from
inspirational. The delivery was dull
and interrupted by long pauses; Mr
Parnell/Muir was vague and seemed
to get bursts of energy, followed by
long pauses as he lost his train of
He started with the
thought.
disclaimer that we must believe what
we want to and not to accept
everything he said (good advice). His
basic philosophy could be split up
thus:
Astrology
Christianity
ESP/Spirits
Guardian angels
Eastern religions

-

70%
10%
5%
5%

-

10%

The astrology section didn't go

too well. His first astrological reading
was of a young lady in her mid-20s:
Parnell/Muir: You are artistic.
Young lady: No.
PIM: You are musical.
YL: I can't sing a note.
PIM: You play an instrument.
YL:No.
P/M: Have you tried?
YL: No, but I know I couldn't.
P/M: Do you think Jimi Hendrix just
picked up a guitar and started
playing? We are wasting too much
time.
The second was an elderly lady:
P/M: You have had a major change in
your life.
Elderly lady: I have set out to change
my life.
PIM: You have broken up with your
husband.
EL: No, that is the only thing in my life
that hasn't changed.
PIM: We are wasting too much time.
What followed them was quite
disturbing. A young lady in her early
20s had come to the meeting to get
answers to her problems. She had
started studying magic and Satanism,
then
moved
on
(down?)
to
numerology and palm reading. From
here it was on to the Bible and sitting
in a pyramid for a couple of weeks.
She was frightened because she was
being drawn deeper into Satanism.
Mr Parnell/Muir was clearly unnerved by this
situation
and
dismissed her question with a vague
reference to "bad kharma" and
continued on with the lecture. This
young lady was deeply disturbed and
in need of help.
The next 'highlight' of the lecture
was bizarre.
Mr Parnell/Muir
described how his wife had left him,
taking their two children when he was
28 years old. This he reasoned was
due to the 28 year cycle of Saturn
and the fact that Jupiter (influences
personal relationships) was at its
lowest point. Then he stated that in a
vision of a past life in the 16th
century, he had also split up with his
wife but he had kept the children in
that case. Interestingly, the words his

wife used when she left were
identical to those he used to leave his
wife in his past life. This revelation
brought sighs of amazement from the
audience.
He then went on to demonstrate
how everybody had a guardian angel even if you don't believe in them and
even if you don't want one. With
possibly an eye to the nine or ten
eligible young ladies in the audience,
he described how this very night,
25/10/1989, was the high point of his
Jupiter cycle, inferring this would be
the night his personal relationships
would come good.
By the way, the answer to the
question in the title of the lecture is:
we choose all our future experiences
when our spirit enters the foetus in
the womb.
A list of the titles of future lectures
(39 in ,all) was supplied and I looked
forward to some of them with great
interest.
I missed the following week, "The
significance of life on Earth", but was
determined not to miss the next one,
"The similarities between life on earth
and
educational
institutions".
Unfortunately, this lecture was
cancelled (as were all the following
lectures). I presume due to lack of
interest.
It appears that Mr Parnell/Muir will
not cause any major headaches to
the Skeptics or his hapless followers
in the future, but I believe he could
have gained ten or twelve followers
from that audience if he had been
more articulate and more convincing
in his lecture. We must all keep a
vigilant watch for future 'practitioners'
such as Parnell/Muir and Fttzsimons.
- Ian Drysdale
Victorian committee
NB: "Astrology metaphysics" is the
heading on Parnell/Muir's business
card. I'm not sure if this is the title of
his 'research' organisation or just an
indication of his interests.
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NEW AGE

Crystal Healing
A danger to Logic and Health?
IAN PLIMER

Crystals and gems have been used since
antiquity not only for personal adornment but
were considered a safeguard against evil
spirits, sickness and injury. Like many ancient
myths, the alleged healing powers of crystals is
enjoying a revival.
The ancient Greeks believed that quartz
crystals (Kristallos) were a type of ice and
believed that amethyst (a coloured form of
quartz) prevented drunkeness.
The Roman
author, Pliny, wrote that not only did amethyst
protect one from the intoxicating effects of wine
but protected the wearer against lunacy.
Therefore, by wearing amethyst, the pleasures
of life such as drunkeness and lunacy were
prevented.
Numerous books have recently appeared
on the healing properties of crystals, snake oil
merchants are now experts in crystals, and
many famous mineral collecting localities
(which represent part of our national heritage)
have been destroyed by rapacious crystal
collectors.
Minerals are naturally occurring substances
with a chemical composition defined by certain
boundaries and a specific arrangement of
atoms. This arrangement of atoms is the basis
of the crystal structure.
The properties of
crystals can be explained in terms of the
chemical composition (eg, colour, magnetism,
radioactivity, specific gravity, etc) and the
arrangement of the atoms in the crystal (eg,
lustre, specific gravity, hardness, etc). Before a
substance can be called a mineral, all the
properties must be documented and checked
by the International Mineralogical Association.
Not one
naturally-occurring
crystal
has
displayed properties previously unknown to

man and all unusual properties can be
explained in terms of physics and chemistry.
Minerals are naturally occurring chemicals
and every year some 200 new mineral species
are defined, and there are now a total of some
6000 known mineral species.
Despite the
reams of textbooks on crystallography and
mineralogy, the myth of the mystical powers of
crystals is promoted by purveyors of fraud and
blindly accepted by those searching the cosmos
for delusion.
Recommended treatments
There are daunting lists of natural crystals
(ie minerals) provided by the New Age authors
which they claim can be used for the treatment
of illnesses. For example, the most abundant
mineral in nature (quartz) can be used to cure
kennel cough in dogs. As quartz is ubiquitous,
one wonders why kennel cough exists at all.
Furthermore, no advice is given on how to
administer quartz to dogs suffering from this
particular ailment. In the case of kennel cough
it is obvious - quartz crystals are normally
tapering trigonal crystals and so, as soon as the
dog coughs, the crystal should be rammed
down the dog's throat. This will stop the dog
ever coughing again.
Dioptase, the unusual copper silicate from
Tsumeb in Namibia, is recommended for the
treatment of animals' illnesses, heart burn,
weak heart, mental burdens and sleeping
sickness. I have had specimens for over a
decade, during which time I have been to the
sleeping sickness areas of Africa a number of
times.
I have not suffered from sleeping
sickness, so clearly, according to the simplistic
logic of the New Age, dioptase has done a good
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job.
Conversely, the extremely rare calcium
chromium
silicate
(uvarovite
garnet)
is
recommended for the treatment of flatulence.
This mineral is a relatively recent discovery,
hence flatulence must have been an epidemic
before this mineral was first described from the
Urals. I have four crystals of uvarovite in my
collection, and can categorically state that there
must be some mistake.
The crystals in the minetite-pyromorphite
mineral group can be used for treatment of
marital problems. In this case, the treatment is
lovingly administered by dissolution of some of
the hexagonal barrel-shaped crystals in the
partner's drink or food. As these minerals are
lead arsenic compounds, successful treatment
can be guaranteed.
Crystals of tourmaline can be coloured pink
(due to lithium), green (due to magnesium),
blue or black (due to iron) or red (due to
manganese). The tourmaline family is a very
complicated mineral group with a chemical
formula of:
(Na, Ca)(Fe2+, Mg, Al, Fe3+, Mn, Li)3(AI, Fe3+, Cr, Ti, Mg,
V)(B03l3 Sis 019 (OH, F, Cl)4

With such a complex chemistry, it is little
wonder that this mineral is claimed to cure
unhealthy hair, indigestion, ear trouble, bladder
problems, brain problems, epilepsy, laryngitis,
melancholy, ulcers, obesity, tonsillitis, weak
muscles, loss of smell, weak vocal chords,
multiple sclerosis and forgetfulness. I doubt if
anyone can remember the general formula for
tourmaline,
hence
its
ability
to
cure
forgetfulness must be questioned.
The gem ruby (hexagonal aluminium oxide
with a trace of chromium) is recommended by
New Age authors for the treatment of anaemia,
low blood pressure, poor blood circulation,
constipation, envy, bleeding, wounds, weak
physical and mental willpower and plague. It is
also recommended for increasing strength, for
encouraging faithfulness and for cauterising in
surgery. While the references to blood related
conditions are obviously linked to ruby's colour,
one New Age author also recommends ruby for
enhancing ESP, thus fulfilling the New Age
criterion of using one myth to substantiate
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another - believe one and you must believe the
other, regardless of any lack of proof for either.
However, a number of the fundamental
properties of minerals have been ignored by the
New Age, clearly demonstrating their ignorance
of school child science. For example, the most
abundant element on Earth is oxygen, followed
by silicon. These elements bond as silicate
tetrahedra to form the basic building blocks of
common minerals. These silicate tetrahedra
are pyramids and join in chains which provides
a wonderful opportunity for heliolinguistic
rantings about pyramids, the power of sharing,
inner union, etc.
Many of these minerals with alleged
wonderful curative properties are rare, hence
treatment cannot be administered by touching,
stroking, ingesting or humming to the crystal.
Never fear, the New Age authors write that
possession of the crystal is not necessary - one
has only to deeply concentrate on this mineral
and build a mental picture for treatment. This is
possibly why flatulence is still rife - how many
readers have either a specimen or can conjure
up a good mental picture of uvarovite from
Outokumpu?
One wonders, therefore, why you would
need to ever own a crystal in the first place, thus
doing irreparable damage to the profitability of
crystal mongers, but as the above would
indicate, logic has never been a strong point of
New Age proponents.
Dangerous practices
As one who has had a great scientific
interest in minerals and crystals for 25 years, it
is pleasing that a large segment of the
community is becoming aware that crystals of
minerals are beautiful, should be treasured and
can be used for adornment.
Unfortunately, our New Age promoters have
published that venomous bites can be treated
with sulphur or emerald, malaria can be treated
with turquoise, venereal disease with zircon,
cancer with amethyst and multiple scelerosis
with tourmaline.
It is criminally irresponsible to publish that
crystals of sulphur or emerald can be used for
Continued page 27
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BOOK REVIEW

Can cancer be cured by 01editation
and '' natural therapy''?
RAYMOND M. LOWENTHAL
ABSTRACT: There Is a widespread belief that
cancer is caused, at least in part, by aberrant
mental processes.
A corollary of this belief Is
that cancer may be cured by the application of
the mind. These ideas are fostered in Australia
by a popular book "You can conquer cancer" · by
Ian Gawler, a veterinary surgeon who attributes,
at
least
In
part,
the
development
and
subsequent cure of his own cancer to such
processes.
Critical examination of these beliefs
finds evidence in their support to be lacking.
None the less, many patients with cancer In this
country follow the book's advice, often on the
basis that it "at least can do no harm". While
some patients may be aided to come to terms
with their disease and to lead more fulfilling
lives by taking up meditation and the positive
approach to living that is described in the book,
it
also
contains
recommendations
about
orthodox treatments, life-style and diet which, If
adopted uncritically, could be quite detrimental.
The potentially harmful effects of accepting
such unproved ideas about cancer need to be
known more widely.
Furthermore, because his
ideas are making such an impact on the day-today treatment of cancer in this country, Gawler
owes it to the community to justify, with
evidence, his claims that by meditation patients
with cancer may be enabled to achieve a cure of
their disease in a way that is unattainable with
orthodox medical treatment alone.

In many ways the achievements of medical
science in treating advanced cancer are not
well-enough known. They include the cure of
the majority of children with acute leukaemia1;
the cure of 80% or more of patients with cancer
of the testis2 (the most common cancer in young
men) and of Hodgkin's disease3; the cure of
about half the cases of high-grade malignant
lymphomas4 ; and the achievement of prolonged
remissions and possibly cures in 20-30% of
adults with acute leukaemia5.
Patients with advanced malignancies of

several other types, including prostatic, breast
and ovarian cancers, small-cell carcinoma of
the lung, the chronic leukaemias and multiple
myeloma, all can achieve improvements in the
quality of life as well as the prolongation of
survival.
In some cases, such as with the use of
hormonal agents for breast and prostatic
cancers, the treatment that is required to effect
these results has little toxicity.
As a consequence of these advances, any
visitor to a haematology or oncology clinic in a
large teaching hospital today would be able to
see a number of patients for whom a diagnosis
of advanced cancer was made in the 1970s.
None the less, taken over all, science has
made only a modest impact on the problem of
cancer.
Cancer remains the second most
common cause of death in 'our community, and
no effective specific treatment is available yet
for a number of common malignancies such as
cancer of the pancreas, non-small cell
carcinoma of the lung and advanced
adenocarcinoma of the bowel.
Even where
effective treatment can be offered, to many
patients the potential side-effects of surgery,
radiotherapy and chemotherapy are perceived
as unacceptable relative to their possible
benefits.
Furthermore, doctors often are
criticised for their inability to discuss bad news
sympathetically and for their failure to impart
hope.
Therefore, it should be no surprise that
some patients are inclined to seek solutions
outside the medical profession. Currently, a
widely held belief is that the solution lies in
alterations to mental attitudes and a return to
"natural" living.
It is postulated that mental
attitudes determine the body's immune status
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and that this, in turn, determines the risk of the
development of cancer. Thus, the hypothesis
runs, if mental attitudes may lead to cancer,
changing those attitudes may cure cancer6.
Interest and belief in this approach among
the general public in Australia is so strong that a
popular book on the subject - beguilingly
entitled "You Can Conquer Cancer" - by Ian
Gawler, a veterinary surgeon, has sold many
thousands of copies and, in fewer than six
years, already is into its seventh printing 7. It is
the most readily available book on cancer to be
found in bookshops and health food stores
throughout the nation. In contrast, books which
provide broadly based information about cancer
in a popular form and in a manner which the
recommend
could
profession
medical
confidently (for example, those by Glucksberg
and Singers, Baum9, Clyne1o and Bryan and
Lyall 11 ) generally are displayed much less
prominently, if at all.
The situation now has been reached . in
some parts of the country that almost every
patient with a newly diagnosed cancer either
buys the book or is given it by a well-meaning
relative or friend.
Furthermore, thousands of patients, as well
as their friends and relatives, have joined
support groups around the nation that actively
promote the views that are expressed in the
book. The medical profession has maintained a
low profile on the matter hitherto but, in my
opinion, the growing popularity of the book and
of the practices that are mooted in it are such
that silence no longer is appropriate.
The Gawler phenomenon now is having a
significant impact on the day-to-day practice of
oncology in this country, and I believe that it is
time for Gawler's beliefs and credentials as a
cancer researcher to be examined by the
scientific community in the same manner that it
would examine those of any medical scientist
who proposed a new theory about the nature
and treatment of cancer.
While not endorsing Gawler's views, many
practitioners, none the less, have believed that
their adoption can do no harm and might give
hope to some patients who otherwise would
have none. This article sets out to explore that
belief.
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First, I will consider the book's general
thesis. I then will examine what is known about
Gawler's illness because Gawler has made
public many of his experiences and because he
and his followers take the case of his cure of
cancer as "living proof". His tale has become
part of Australian folklore. Even my 10-year-old
son has been told by his school teacher about
the man with one leg who was able to make his
widespread cancer go away with meditation,
after doctors had informed him that he had only
two weeks to live - this, during the class' daily
meditation period! Next, I will discuss some
specific recommendations that are made in the
Finally, I will consider two related
book.
questions: why are so many patients apparently
dissatisfied with orthodox care that they turn to
his approach, and what should be the response
of the medical profession?
I wish to make it clear from the outset that I
am not questioning the value of meditation and
other mental processes in helping patients to
cope with the knowledge of their diagnosis and
with the physical consequences of the disease
and its treatment. There is no doubt that many
Nor am I
patients do gain such benefits.
questioning the sincerity of Ian Gawler and his
followers in their wish to help patients with
cancer to overcome their illness; indeed, in
contrast to the extreme antipathy of some, in
many ways Gawler's attitude to orthodox
medicine may be considered conciliatory and
complementary. Rather, I am addressing the
proposition that mental processes may affect
directly the biology of cancer - in short, that one
can "cure" cancer "with the mind".
The Mind, the Immune System
and Cancer
Gawler states the central axiom of his
paradigm thus: "A body with properly
functioning defences cannot have cancer''7.
This is merely a variation of Burnet's once
popular theory of immunosurveillance, which
was expounded nearly two decades ago, that in
all individuals cancer cells arise repeatedly but
are eliminated by an intact immune system12_
While belief in these ideas remains strong
among the community at large, scientific
evidence of the relevance of immuno-
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surveillance to the general problem of
carcinogenesis in humans is, at best,
controversial and perhaps quite lacking 13, in
spite of plausible theories and some evidence
from experimental studies in animals14_
The proposition can be examined from two
perspectives: first, are patients with cancer
immunodeficient?,
and
secondly,
do
immunodeficient persons develop cancer?
As for the first question, there is
overwhelming evidence to support the belief
that, on the whole, patients with the common
neoplasms such as lung cancer, breast cancer
or colonic cancer are immunologically normal at
the time of diagnosis. On the other hand, with
advancing disease, immune deficiency often
develops1s-11.
Thus, for most cancers,
immunodeficiency is a consequence rather than
a cause.
From the other perspective, it certainly is
well-established that patients with inherited,
acquired or iatrogenic immunodeficiency are at
a higher risk of developing certain forms of
cancer.
Children with various inherited
immunodeficiency disorders have a risk of the
development
of
malignancies,
especially
lymphomas, of up to 100-times that of the
Patients with the
general population 18.
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)
are at risk of the development of Kaposi's
sarcoma19 and high-grade 8-cell lymphomas20.
Patients with renal transplants who are
receiving immunosuppressive therapy have a
markedly increased risk of the development of 8cell lymphomas, especially of the brain, and to a
lesser extent of squamous-cell carcinoma of the
skin21,22.
It must be noted that such immunodeficient
patients do not run a risk of the development of
all cancers;
on the contrary, their risk is
confined to a select group of the less common
cancers, especially those of the lymphoid
(immune) system itself. Because of this and a
large body of other evidence23,24, Burnet's
theory no longer is considered generally
tenable2s_
Indeed, it would seem that
immunodeficiency, at least so far as it can be
detected by today's techniques, has little
relevance to the development of the common
human cancers at all. There is, in fact, some
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evidence that in certain circumstances immune
responses
actually
may
promote
the
development of cancer26, and a recent
hypothesis
on
the
aetiology
of acute
lymphoblastic leukaemia in childhood has
suggested this possibility21.
The hypothesis that Gawler has adopted is
based on the proposed sequence that mental
stress impairs the immune system and that a
stressed patient, thus impaired, is more liable to
develop cancer.
However, while there are
several studies that have shown that laboratory
measurements of immune function may be
affected by psychological stress (for example,
secretary immunoglobulin [lg]A levels were
found to be lower in dental students at times of
high academic stress2s, and T-cell function was
depressed temporarily after bereavement29), I
already have shown that little evidence exists to
indicate that immune deficiency states are
relevant to the development of the common
cancers. Furthermore, although it is held widely
that there is a higher incidence of cancer in
patients who have undergone mental stress,
scientific studies are far from unanimous on the
matter. Thus, the evidence that was produced
by some workers that the incidence of cancer
was higher in persons after major emotional
trauma, including bereavement30-32, has not
been confirmed by others33,34.
Moreover, no study has shown directly that
the individuals in whom immune function is
depressed temporarily after mental stress are
themselves specifically at an increased risk of
the development of malignant disease. Those
who postulate such a relationship generally fail
to take into account the long lead period
between the initiation of cancer and its clinical
appearance, which for most neoplasms is a
matter of years or even decades. The case
remains, at best, unproved and one readily can
postulate scenarios other than the mindimmune system nexus to explain why bereaved
spouses, for example, should be at increased
risk of cancer - if indeed they are.
Environmental factors clearly are important in
the development of cancer. Spouses would
have shared the same environment for decades
and, thus, it would be no surprise if the survivor
were more liable to cancer than were age and
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sex-matched control subjects.
Gawler claims that "An inability to cope with
stress appropriately is a common factor in most
cancer patients' lives" and that, in his
experience, "There is a typical psychological
profile which occurs in over 95% of all the many
cancer patients with whom I have discussed
their disease [sic ]"7.
These assertions, for
which Gawler provides no evidence, raise the
general question of the relationship between
mental attitudes and the development of cancer,
a subject that is much debated.
Since the time of Galen, certain personality
traits have been associated with the genesis of
cancer, but the postulates vary widely, and most
studies suffer from the problem that they have
been retrospective, that is, they have attempted
to assess personality after the diagnosis of
cancer has been made35,36_ Of course, most
persons' attitudes would be affected profoundly
by the knowledge of such a diagnosis. The
evidence that has been published is quite
conflicting33,37-39; the limitations of such studies
have been reviewed4o.
More relevant to our discussion here is the
question, can attitudes of mind influence the
rate of development of cancer once it has
become established? Here, too, the evidence
is conflicting in spite of valiant attempts to find a
consensus in the literature41_
Claims have been made that survival was
increased in those persons who had a high
level of hostility42 ; in those who had a low level
of hostility (anger) 43,44; in those who had a
"fighting spirit", or denial45;
in those who
experienced greater psychological distress and
had a poor ability to cope with their disease43;
and in those who were able to make major
adjustments to enable them to cope with their
disease 46. If there is any consensus at all, it
may be that those who fared better were less
well-adjusted to their disease and more
hostile41 . But a major aim of meditation is to
enable persons to come to terms with their
illness - in other words, to allow them to become
adjusted to their disease and to become less
hostile!
A recent retrospective survey of 50 patients
with early breast cancer found that the
occurrence of stressful life-events was an
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adverse prognostic factor for recurrence47_
However, others have found no relationship
between psychological factors and outcome4B_
The largest prospective study that has been
published so far investigated the rate of the
recurrence of cancer in patients with apparently
localised melanomas and breast cancers, and
survival in patients with advanced nonresectable cancers49.
This study measured
psychological factors by several techniques
which were based on previously published
claims of their predictive value. No relationship
was found between any measurement and
either time to relapse or the length of survival.
The authors concluded that their results49:
suggest a need for caution in interpreting studies that
claim a positive association between psychosocial factors
and survival in malignant disease generally. [...] Our study
of patients with advanced, high-risk malignant diseases
suggests that the inherent biology of the disease alone
determines the prognosis, overriding the potentially
mitigating influence of psychosocial factors.

Thus, whatever else may be said about the
relationship between mind and body function,
the scientific evidence for mental attitudes
determining either the risk of the development
of cancer or the outcome once cancer has
developed is equivocal at best. It certainly is
not strong enough, in my opinion, to form the
basis for a philosophy of treatment.
Is Ian Gawler "living proof'?
I now will turn to Gawler's illness. My
synopsis of his clinical case history is derived
from the incomplete information which has been
published and from his own public accounts.
His medical practioners are, of course, bound to
silence. Ian Gawler is a veterinary surgeon
who, by his own story, was diagnosed with
osteogenic sarcoma in 19757_ He underwent a
leg amputation but at the time was told that he
had only a 5% chance of five-years' survival.
He subsequently developed bone and lung
symptoms, including haemoptysis, which led to
a diagnosis of metastatic disease. He was
treated with chemotherapy and, possibly,
radiotherapy, but apparently understood that he
was told that he had only "two weeks to live".
He then abandoned orthodox medicine and
attempted a variety of unorthodox treatments
including psychic surgery, acupuncture, yoga,
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the laying-on of hands, dietary manipulations,
coffee enemas and meditationso.
Now he
apparently is cured and his survival is used as
evidence to support his point of view.
While the relationship between the various
treatments that Gawler received and his good
outcome
cannot
be
commented
upon
specifically, a brief review of the recent scientific
literature on osteogenic sarcoma may provide
some perspective.
Osteogenic sarcoma is a rare cancer,
especially in adults.
Thus, apart from the
general impossibility of providing a patient who
is not actually dying with any useful
prognosis51, few clinicians would have seen
sufficient examples of the specific malignancy to
be able to comment from their own experience.
Prognoses are historically based, and the 5%
figure that Gawler received at diagnosis
presumably would have relied on the limited
data that were available from the late 1960s
and early 1970s - although, even in 1975, the
quoted figure should have been of the order of
20%, not 5%52,53_
It is now recognised that the type of
treatment that Gawler received is associated
with a 30-52%55 five-year survival rate.
Therefore, although it might be said that Gawler
has survived "against the odds", the odds were
not as long as he has claimed. As for the
question of metastases, it is first of interest to
point out that haemoptysis is an uncommon
manifestation of pulmonary metastatic disease;
in one series, only eight of 136 patients with
pulmonary metastases from osteogenic and softtissue sarcomas presented with symptoms56.
Thus, while published photographs do suggest
that Gawler had bony metastasesso, the
possibility of an alternative diagnosis for .his
lung disorder is raised.
However, let us accept that he did develop
this complication.
Leaving aside the rare
possibility of spontaneous regression, which
has been well-described for many tumours57,
especially osteogenic sarcoma58, even with
pulmonary metastases59, it may noted that it is a
malignancy
that
responds
well
to
chemotherapyG0-62 and, to a lesser extent, to
radiotherapy 63 . Of particular interest is a report
of a child with inoperable osteogenic sarcoma
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of the fourth thoracic vertebra in whom complete
remission
and
prolonged survival were
achieved by means of chemotherapy alone64_
The long-term survival of patients with
metastatic osteogenic sarcoma by means of
orthodox treatments, although rare, has been
we ll-described65-68.
Thus, from the limited information that is
available publicly, it might be said that Ian
Gawler has shown an unusually, but not
extraordinarily, good response to treatments
which are known to be effective for his type of
cancer. He is one of the lucky ones, but one of
many, not one of a kind. The outcome in a
single case (an anecdote) certainly cannot be
used to prove a particular point of view. By his
own admission, Gawler received both orthodox
and unorthodox treatments so, clearly, it is quite
impossible to determine which of the various
modalities was responsible for his good
outcome. Anecdotal evidence is misinterpreted
easily and anyone who is involved with cancer
care could produce anecdotes of patients who
have fared unexpectedly well and unexpectedly
badly. These cases merely represent the two
ends of the normal distribution of the survival
curve.
Gawler has admitted that of the thousands
of persons who have adopted his approach he
considers that "only about 50" persons have
fared better than would have been expected by
the medical profession69.
Surely then, these
patients - who would seem to contribute only
about 1-2% of the total - represent the tail of the
survival curve. With every disease with a fatal
outcome, there are some patients who fare
better than the average as well as some who
fare worse: this is the meaning of average. For
example, in one study, 2% of patients with
widespread liver metastases from colorectal
cancer survived five years7o. These survivors
could not attribute their good fortune to effective
treatment, for none was available to them.
Rather, they illustrate the natural variability of
the disease.
Claims in the scientific literature that
meditation may effect the regression of cancer
growth have been sparse71-74_ Those that have
been published have been anecdotal, generally
poorly documented, and explicable in most, if
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not all, cases by the concomitant use of
orthodox treatments or by the natural variability
of cancer. In spite of this, Gawler has attracted
a following of thousands and has, according to
his own descriptions, ten full-time persons
working for his Australian Cancer Patients'
Foundation69_
Therefore, he is in a better
position than are many persons in the
maintream to provide a statistical analysis of his
results.
If indeed Gawler has a method of treating
cancer that is better than that which generally is
available, all of us want to know about it and all
of us will want to adopt it. It is clear that many
would like to believe in the efficacy of his
methods, and a large number of persons do so
passionately - but belief is not proof. That his
opinions currently are accepted so uncritically
represents a victory of esperance over
evidence. Because so many persons now are
persuaded by him, I believe that he owes it to
his readers to publish his actual results, not
merely his ideas, or at least to submit those
patients whom, he claims, have fared
"extraordinarily well" to evaluation by a panel of
experts including pathologists, in much the
same way that the US National Cancer Institute
sought evidence of the effects of the alleged
cancer cure, laetrile75_
The Book "You Can
Conquer Cancer"
Whether
Gawler's
methods
actually
increase survival in patients with cancer is one
thing but, it may be said, they at least can do no
harm. Those medical practitioners who believe
this to be so first should read the book and
examine its specific recommendations?; they
may be surprised at what they find. As have
many middle-class Australians for whom
meditation seems to have become the new
secular religion, Gawler has a particular world
view of its importance and value. It is, he says,
"the single most powerful tool to aid recovery
from disease and lead to a life of maximum
health"7. It is one of "the pillars upon which to
build total health"7. It leads to a "reduction in
stress", which allows the body to "remove the
tumours itself" and it "increases quality and
quantity [my italics] of life"7.
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The technique of meditation that is
proposed involves several hours a day of
intense mental effortso,72_
This means that
several hours a day are taken from the other
activities that a person with cancer may well
prefer to undertake. It is time taken away from
friends, and family, time taken away from the
normal events of daily life. The effort might be
thought to be worth while if it were to be
rewarded by a cure of cancer but, as shown
above, the evidence that such an outcome can
be achieved does not exist.
Secondly, the belief that mental attitudes
may have caused cancer leads some patients
to feel guilty that they have brought cancer on
themselves49_
Worse still, parents may be
persuaded that they, through their attitudes,
have
brought
cancer
on
their
child.
Furthermore, when patients attempt intensive
meditation but fail to cure the cancer, the failure
induces even more guilt. Guilt is an additional
and quite unnecessary burden on those who
already are troubled by the diagnosis of
cancer49.
Gawler's attitude to orthodox cancer
treatments, which he describes as "toxic", is less
than sympathetic, whereas he describes as
"non-toxic" certain alternative aproaches which
have been discredited by scientific studies.
They include various bizarre diets including the
"grape cure" and that of Gerson76; such diets
may lead to malnutrition77-79_ Also, under the
heading of so-called non-toxic therapies are
mistletoe, which may cause hepatitis80; coffee
enemas, which have led to death as a result of
electrolyte disturbances81 and septicaemia82;
megadose vitamins including high-dose vitamin
C, the ineffectiveness of which has been
demonstrated clearly in controlled clinical
trials83-ss;
and laetrile, an extract of apricot
kernels that not only is useless but also has
caused deaths of cyanide poisoning7s,as-ss.
Although he is careful not to advise patients to
reject orthodox therapies, his bias is clear, and
if even one patient were to forego potentially
curative treatment it would be a tragedy. The
most toxic treatment of all is one that is
ineffective when an effective treatment exists.
The book is a rather diffuse one, moving in
a pleasant, even charming way, through various
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forms of philosophy and religion, interleaved
with more specific discussions about postulated
dietary and stress factors in the causation of
cancer
and
detailed
recommendations
concerning diet. Patients are advised to adopt
a "natural" life and to avoid nicotine, tea, coffee,
chocolate, aluminium pots, sexual excesses
and too much television. It is suggested that
fluoride and chlorine in the water supply are
"questionable" and that one should use spring
or rain-water. Food should not be prepared in a
microwave
oven.
Certain
herbs
are
recommended; they include alfalfa, red clover,
chaparral, nettle, marshmallow and comfrey
which are said to be "blood purifiers".
"Detoxification" of the body, by means of
frequent coffee enemas and/or the use of
monodists of either grapes or brown rice, is
advised.
In making his recommendations, Gawler
confusingly is equating possible risk factors in
the development of some cancers with factors
which, if avoided, may be helpful once cancer
has developed. Although it is well-known that
some substances are carcinogenic - including
tobacco, of which he quite rightly disapproves,
and comfrey 89 , which he commends (and which
recently also has been found to be a cause of
hepatic
venoocclusive
disease90)
the
evidence which incriminates most of the
substances in his list is sketchy or quite nonexistent. Even if their carcinogenic properties
were to be established, it is one thing to
recommend the avoidance of such substances
to prevent cancer and another thing to suggest
that such avoidance will promote a cure or
healing once the cancer is established. There
is no evidence that such an action will have any
beneficial effects.
The futility of proscribing supposed
carcinogens after the event can be appreciated
readily when one looks at the example of lung
cancer. Nearly all cases of lung cancer are
caused by cigarette smoking, yet quitting
smoking once the cancer is established has no
known effect on the growth of the cancer. The
danger in these approaches is that patients are
advised to make major modifications to their lifestyle and diet, at considerable inconvenience
and for no benefit. Indeed, for persons who do
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not understand fully the complexities of
nutrition, such major modifications to diet and,
in particular, the use of monodists have the
to
cause
severe
nutritional
potential
deficiencies79.
This is not to say that attention to diet is
irrelevant. On the contrary, all persons who are
ill, including patients with cancer, need to
ensure that they eat a good mixed diet, which
should include (but not be restricted to) a good
supply of fresh fruit and vegetables, and be
sufficient to maintain their weight. In specific
cases, food supplementation may be advisable.
By these simple measures, patients will be
helped to maintain their general well-being and,
thus, to minimise the complications both of the
disease and its treatment.
The concepts of the purification of the
blood, detoxification and the use of enemas
carry the implication that cancer is a dirty
disease, but what are the toxins? A rite of
purification has appeal to those who believe
that the development of cancer is evidence of a
patient's previous impropriety91.
However, no
scientific evidence exists that purification rituals
will rid the body of any substance that is
relevant to the causation or perpetuation of
cancer, and apart from their time-consuming
own
nature,
such
rituals
carry
their
dangerss1,a2,91 _
What Meditation Can Achieve
The foregoing discussion has examined
specifically the
proposition
that
mental
influences may affect the development and
growth of cancer cells directly. In challenging it,
I do not deny that meditation, relaxation and
prayer may provide mental succour, reduce the
appreciation of pain, improve the ability to cope
and lead to more harmonious relationships
between patients and their families41 ,92 nor that
having a will to live has value in itself93,94. The
medical profession would be guilty of throwing
the baby out with the bathwater if it did not
recognise the appeal and the beneficial effects
that such approaches may have on over-all wellbeing . As discussed by Margarey41, meditation
may answer many of the unmet psychological
needs of patients with cancer. On the other
hand, meditation, similar to religion, does not
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appeal to all. Those who are not attracted by it
need feel under no obligation to adopt it. There
is, at least as yet, no scientific evidence that
their failure to do so will put them at any
disadvantage.

The Attraction of Unproved Remedies
and the Medical Profession's Response
The first point to make is that the widely
used description of the therapeutic claims that
are described in this article as "alternative" is
quite inappropriate. At best, meditation and
dietary manipulations, if used carefully, may be
considered complementary to orthodox, proved
therapies. Meditation is no alternative to uppermantle radiotherapy for the cure of stage-llA
Hodgkin's disease.
Dietary change is not
alternative to chemotherapy for bringing about a
remission in a child with acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia. These adjuncts to standard therapy
should be regarded as such, and if proposed for
the cure of cancer, are referred to correctly as
unproved, not alternative.
None the less, the success and popular
appeal of Gawler's approach and those of
others like him indicate clearly .that in some way
orthodox medicine is not meeting the needs
and expectations of many patients with cancer.
One comment that often is made by his
supporters is that they were attracted by his
spirit of hopefulness and optimism, when this
had been denied them by their doctors. Thus, it
is of the utmost importance that no practitioner
ever say to a patient "nothing more can be
done". This is never true; to attest so is to
confuse cure with care. In cases where cure is
not attainable, it is, nevertheless, always
possible to give patients a great deal of help
and hope 51 : help, the expert control of
symptoms and emotional support;
hope,
realistic hope, by indicating that fears of
uncontrollable
pain
and
other
dire
complications usually are groundless, and by
pointing out the variability of cancers.
"Miracles" do happen, at least in the sense
that some patients are bound to fare much
better than is the "average", much better than
their doctors would have anticipated. Patients
can be told that there is no reason why they
should not be one of the lucky ones - perhaps
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like Ian Gawler.
Attention must be paid to
patients' overall well-being; so-called holistic
medicine always has been part of ordinary
competent medical practice and is not the
exclusive province of "alternative" practitioners,
in spite of their claims.
The concern that
oncologists have for improving the quality as
well as the quantity of life deserves to be known
more widely95,96 .
However, whatever the
reality, patients will be driven to those who
practise unorthodox medicine when their
perception is that doctors are uncaring and
bereft.
So how should the profession respond to
Gawler? Now that his views have taken such a
hold on the public imagination in Australia, we
must demand of him that he justify, with
evidence, the claims that he makes. I already
have described how I believe that this can be
achieved and, indeed, a challenge to Gawler
that he make available his best 50 cases for
study by a panel of experts was made publicly
and accepted during a debate on the ABC
television program "Couchman", which was
broadcast on June 21, 1989. In the meantime,
we can tell our patients that, while much of his
advice is to be commended, especially that
which encourages patients to take charge of
their own lives and to be hopeful and positive7s,
the book also includes recommendations that
potentially are dangerous and must be
recognised as such.
Patients who wish to
inform themselves about cancer and to learn
how they can help themselves can be
recommended to read certain other books that
provide a more balanced view of the orthodox
and
unorthodox
methods
of
cancer
treatment10,11.
However, it has to be accepted that
Gawler's success clearly is telling us that we
have not been meeting many patients' needs.
Perhaps in embracing the empiricist Zeitgeist
we have overlooked the importance of the
transcendental, to the detriment of our patients.
The medical profession may have been slow in
recognising that many who are affected by a
diagnosis of cancer are enabled to find solace
and acceptance in meditation, and comfort and
camaraderie through participation in support
groups93,97_ Large public hospitals that provide
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comprehensive cancer care should consider
enlarging their treatment services to include
provision for such groups, as indeed has been
achieved successfully by some 41 ,98 , including
the Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria (Nigel Gray,
personal communication) and the Cancer
Support and Information Service in Tasmania
(unpublished observations).
In short, the challenge to scientific medicine
must be met by combining the skills that are
learned from scientific training and experience
with honesty, openness and compassion. To
ignore the Gawler phenomenon is not in the
best interests of patients or doctors; rather, we
should learn from it. We always must instil
hope, and ensure that patients are able to
receive care for their psychological and spiritual
needs as well as their physical needs. We must
reaffirm the medical profession's historic role as
friend and advocate of the sick. In this way,
each patient will achieve the best result for his
or her individual cancer - cure in some cases,
comfort in all.
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Crystal healing ... from page 18

the treatment of venomous bites because the
deluded might attempt to administer crystals in
a life-threatening situation when time and a
hospital visit are imperative. The contraction
and treatment of malaria is extremely well
documented, yet to publish that turquoise might
in any way help malaria can only be dangerous.
The recent case of crystals being used to
assist in a home birth which went wrong is
indicative of something which is more than just
a trivial abberation.
Not only do crystal proponents lack much
basic scientific knowledge of crystals, but their
conclusions lack any sense of rationality and
logic.
Their preference for ignorant faith
(wishful thinking) instead of reasoned argument
is not only destructive to our national heritage, it
is also potentially dangerous to the health of
crystal healing's adherents.
Ian Plimer is professor of geology at the University of
Newcastle. He first started studying crystals at Broken Hill in
1968. He says that since then he has "been degenerating - proof
that crystals have no powers. Such degeneration is unrelated to
the 32 hotels and 16 licenced clubs in Broken Hill."
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BOOK REVIEW

UFO Abductions
Finally a Professional Speaks
HILARY EVANS
If you are one of those who has long been biting
your nails in despair of ever learning what is
actually happening in abduction experiences,
you can at last leave your fingers in peace. For
now you need no longer make do with witness
accounts: instead, you are privileged to have an
account of the matter from a career
professional.
Dr Edith Fiore is an American clinical
psychologist, with professional qualifications
and career experience eminently appropriate
for the task she has courageously undertaken.
However, don't make the mistake of expecting
one of those dry-as-dust academic tomes in
which ponderous prose is made weightier still
with tedious footnotes and references: the
reader is subjected to a minimum of such
irritation.
Moreover, just as Dr Fiore seeks to put her
patients at ease from the start ("Gloria, please
call me Edee", p147), so with the opening
sentences of her book she reassures us that for
all her professional expertise, she is a sensitive,
feeling human being:
"The sun streamed in my window and onto
my face, waking me earlier than I wanted on a
Saturday morning in 1950. I stretched sleepily
in my four-poster antique walnut bed ... "
How skilfully, in those few simple words, the
writer gives us a quick sketch richly evocative of
her values, her social status and her taste,
helping us to judge from what perspective to
evaluate what follows.
What happens to disturb her Saturday
morning lie-in, all those years ago, is that a
houseguest lends her a copy of Keyhoe's
"Flying Saucers are Real"2 which she rapidly
reads and immediately decides that, yes, flying
saucers are
real - a conviction which the

passing years have only confirmed.
Some might be surprised that a mind first
sharpened to rapier-like acuity at Goucher
College, then honed at the universities of
Maryland and Miami, and finally tried and tested
in a succession of mental health and psychiatric
clinic posts, should be so readily persuaded by
a work which is generally considered somewhat
less than convincing by serious UFOiogists.
We must suppose the same superior
education enabled her to discern the truth
underlying Keyhoe's naive narrative, just as she
is able to perceive the reality embedded in the
stories recounted by her patients, stories which
to less discerning listeners like you and me
might seem mere fantasies created by the
subconscious mind.
Breakthrough at Big Sur
For years, Dr Fiore's interest in flying
saucers remained to one side of her career, not
interacting with it. The turning point came in
1972, at a weekend seminar at the Esalen
Institute at Big Sur. The location, like the walnut
four-poster, is not an irrelevant detail, for how
much it tells us about Dr Fiore, that she was the
kind of person who would seek to extend her
mental and spiritual scope by attending a
seminar whose 'fringe' character might have
discouraged
many
of
her
professional
colleagues!
At Big Sur, she tells us, she "stumbled onto
hypnosis accidentally". To some it may seem
surprising that her studies had not already
included at least a passing acquaintance with
the phenomenon of hypnosis; no doubt a taboo
on the subject of hypnosis was in operation at
every one of the establishments at which she
obtained her education, to the point where she
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and her fellow students dared not so much as
whisper about it over mugs of cocoa in the
dorm.
Be that as it may, hypnosis having been
stumbled upon, Dr Fiore was quick to realise its
potential for her work.
Thenceforward,
professional career and private interests
converged as she began to specialise in age
regression via hypnosis, and particularly in
regression of patients who believed themselves
to have been in contact with extraterrestrial
aliens.
In those beliefs, Dr Fiore herself believes
implicity, and for the best of reasons: she herself
has had such contact! "I had been floated out of
the bedroom in my condominium in Lost Gatos
into a spaceship ... " (p.xvii). Do not suppose,
however, that she allows her personal
conviction to override her scientific training: in
her 'suggested reading' list which replaces the
more formal bibliography, you will see books by
Jung, Rogo and Rimmer, each offering an
alternative to face-value interpretations.
However, it would seem she found
weightier arguments in the books which make
up by far the greater part of the list, works not
only by her guru Keyhoe but also by such
notables as Brad Steiger, Erich von Daniken,
Ruth Montgomery, et al. Some might think no
one with pretensions to scientific training could
take such books seriously; again, we must
applaud her ability to rise above the naive lines
which, for simple-minded folk like you and me,
separate fact from fiction.
It is in the perspective of this blithe
commitment to face-value acceptance of her
patients' stories that her book must be judged.
The Weight of Testimony
The bulk of it consists of transcriptions of
dialogues between Dr Fiore and her patients.
These are given verbatim, largely from tapes
(though in some cases, eg p10, a substantial
part of the testimony seems to have been given
before the tape was slipped in the recorder, so
we are indebted to Dr Fiore's excellent
membory for detail). Presumably too, they are
given in their entirety, with the exception of such
parts as Dr Fiore may have thoughtfully omitted
to spare us reading portions which are
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irrelevant or superfluous.
The bare narrative is dressed with 'stage
directions' which help to 'humanise' the scene.
We are informed when Sandi's brows crease
(p11) or when Diane's face lights up with a
mischievous grin (p276); sometimes Fiore goes
farther still:
"Dan's voice had become softer, filled with
emotion. I wouldn't have been surprised to see
tears brimming in his eyes."
A captious critic might suggest that by
putting the idea into our minds, Dr Fiore risks
giving the impression that Dan cried when in
fact he didn't; but others will surely see it as an
indication of her delightful ability to empathise
with her patients, so rare in these days when a
cold scientific detachment seems to have
replaced the traditional 'bedside manner'. No
one could accuse Dr Fiore of detachment.
However, critics may voice another doubt,
wondering whether perhaps it diminishes the
evidential value of the testimony that all of it was
elicited as the result of questioning by Dr Fiore
herself, committed as she is to a specific set of
beliefs. Generally, there is no one else present,
and in the rare cases when there is, the third
person does not participate.
Such criticisms might have force if it
resulted in distortion; but in fact her patients'
accounts faithfully mirror similar stories
recounted by other abductees - proof, if proof
were needed, that the stories recounted by Dr
Fiore's patients are just as genuine as any other
abduction accounts.
Connoisseurs of the genre will find
themselves on familiar ground as they read of
the white egg-shaped room in which the
abductees are liable to find themselves, very
bright, with no visible source of illumination
(p161 );
or of the probes inserted in the
abductees' bodies (p171 ); or the messages
addressed to mankind by the aliens:
"... if we can love those things [animals] that
are evolving towards the light, that will enable
love to come to us more ... if we can learn these
lessons, we can go on into a different vibration
where we will be able to drop the heaviness of
physical form and travel among the stars, free of
disease, free of pain ... " (p287).
The reader will perhaps be surprised that
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Dr Fiore is not surprised that most of her
patients either display a strong previous interest
in UFOs, or are psychic, or both.
Thus Mark tells how he was fascinated by
Whitley Strieber's book "Communion", though
not to the point of actually reading it (p35);
Tom, on the other hand, did read it, and it
reminded him of feelings he'd had ever since
he was a boy (p68). Ted has been interested in
UFOs "all my life" (p133); Gloria has recently
attended a two-day seminar with Richard
Haines on 'close encounters of the fourth kind'
(p147); Dan has "always had a deep and
abiding interest in UFOs. Ever since I was a kid,
I was interested in exploring beyond this earth
... every time I look at the night sky, I have a
nostalgic feeling, really at a gut-level, that I want
to go home". (p230)
Did Dr Fiore consider the possibility that
such previous obsessions might generate a
state of expectation, whether hopeful or fearful,
which might trigger a fantasy? If so, clearly she
did so only to reject it. Nor does she feel the
need to address herself to the question, why do
so many of her patients incline to the psychic?
Thus Barbara says "I'm psychic! I've been
sensitive that way ever since I was a kid" (p53).
Dr Fiore does not find it inconsistent with her
scientific approach to say of patient Linda that
she is "very sensitive psychically" (p89), or that
Diane has "been a gifted psychic since
childhood" (p274) . Though she does not define
what this quality is, I think we all know what she
means.
Is so high a proportion of UFO-sighters and
psychics normal among patients requiring
psychotherapy? Or does Dr Fiore meet an
exceptional number because that is the kind of
referral her colleagues pass on to her? Or is it
because she has the ability to discern, where
less perceptive colleagues might not, that
beneath the surface of a patient's story lie telltale indications of an extraterrestrial encounter?
The question must remain unresolved, for Dr
Fiore herself does not address the issue: it is for
us to wonder whether, had these patients taken
their troubles elsewhere, they would have been
diagnosed in the same way.
For after all, when all is said and done, what

is important is that Dr Fiore knows how to
respond to these stories. So, when Tom tells
her of his childhood feelings, quick as a flash
comes her gut-reaction diagnosis: "Tom, it
sounds like you may have had a contact and
what's happening is that whenever you're in a
similar situation or in any way you're reminded
of it, you are actually reliving what you once
felt", from which the consequence follows, again
without a moment's hesitation, "The very best
thing we can do now is a regression" (p69).
Most accounts of contact with extraterrestrials have been written either by the
abductees themselves (eg Strieber) or by nonprofessional investigators (eg Budd Hopkins),
and consequently lie open to objections by
sceptics (see , for example, reference 3). Fiore's
book, in contrast, comes to us with all the weight
of a qualified medical practitioner with years of
clinical experience.
We who have long been puzzled by the
phenomenon are fortunate that a scientist has
at last had the courage to speak out, frankly and
fearlessly.
More fortunate still are those
patients who find their way to Dr Fiore's
consulting room, for it is highly probable that
had they not done so, neither they nor we would
ever have known that they had been abducted
at all.
Ms Evans is with the Mary Evans Picture Library, UK, and is a
contributor to the British & Irish Skeptic.
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EUTS
Energy and the Paranormal World
SIR JIM R. WALLABY

A few weeks ago, I was engaged in quiet
discourse with our respected editor on matters
pertaining to the production of this journal.
"Sir", he said to me, (I like young Mendham, he
is obsequious without being servile) "Would
you please be so kind as to write an article,
pointing out the incompatibility of the
paranormal with well-tested and fundamental
laws of phsyics?"
Not wishing to disappoint the lad, I
responded "Of course my boy", ever mindful of
my monograph on Heisenstein's Relatively
Uncertain Principle, which is still discussed, in
hushed tones, whenever Nobel Laureates
gather.
At this point, our friendly tete-a-tete was
interrupted by the intrusion of the grizzled
visage of one Williams, who, for reasons that
completely mystify me, presides over our
inquiring little group.
Fixing me with that
benevolent gaze that has made his name a
byword at reunions of SS members, he
delivered himself of the following tirade.
"What do you know about the fundamental
laws of physics, you silly old bugger?"
(I
believe Williams writes speeches for the Prime
Minister).
"You are undecided about
Heisenberg,
you
don't
know
whether
Shroedinger's moggy was Burmese or Alley,
you think that Planck's Constant is a carpenter's
rule and you believe that quantum mechanics
are the blokes who keep the flying kangaroo
flying."
Not wishing to dignify this intemperate
outburst with a reply, I took my leave. Despite
all, however, the oaf's vituperation had caused
a niggling doubt to fester in my mind. Could I

possibly carry out my task without first
undergoing a crash two week course in particle
physics? I confessed to myself that I was
indeed a trifle rusty on the Conpenhagen
interpretation and that superstring theory posed
some knotty problems. On the other hand,
could I disappoint the trusting Mendham? The
horns of a dilemma indeed.
I was even
contemplating the only way out for a man of
honour. Drink!
Liber ex Machina
Little did I realise it, but salvation was at
hand. Sheltering from the rain in the literary
emporium of the estimable Eve Abbey, my eye
lighted upon a slim volume entitled "A
Physicist's Guide to Skepticism" by Milton A.
Rothman. The subtitle was what really attracted
my notice. "Applying laws of physics to fasterthan-light travel, psychic phenomena, telepathy,
time travel, UFOs and other pseudoscientific
claims", it read. "Aha", I mused, "If this Prof
Rothman knows his stuff, then my problem is
solved."
The appalling Williams, who was
lurking in a neighbouring aisle perusing some
Victorian 'art' studies, muttered something
about "plagiarism is a crime", but, summoning
up all the inate dignity with which centuries of
noble breeding has endowed me, I left him to
his own devices.
The book, as it transpires, fulfils all of the
hopes I had for it. It seems that Prof Rothman, a
retired physics professor from Trenton State
College, Trenton, New Jersey, does indeed
know his stuff. More importantly, he expounds
his knowledge with a clarity which should
enlighten
even
those
whose
scientific
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knowledge barely exceeds the combined output
of the creation "science" cult.
The book begins by asking the questions
we frequently hear being asked by those who,
in the interests of democracy, seem to believe
that all propositions are equally valid. "How do
you know that we can't travel faster than light?",
"How do you know telepathy is impossible?"
etc. It then goes on to show that, while science
does not know the answers to every question,
this does not mean that science does not know
the answer to any question.
He also challenges the view that any
scientific theory is provisional and subject · to
Rothman
complete overthrow in the future.
points out that it took a revolution in thinking for
us to accept the idea that the Earth is a spheroid
and that it revolves around the sun, but
questions whether there is any conceivable
case for a further revolution which will overturn
our present state of knowledge of this topic.
Refinements in any theory are always possible,
perhaps probable, but the total reversal of many
of our established scientific models is
inconceivable.

Forms of Energy
Rothman
examines
the
various
'conservation' laws that lie at the heart of
nature.
Not, I hasten to add, the laws
conserving trees or buildings, all of which are
subject to the whims of politicians, but those that
govern the conservation of energy, momentum
and suchlike. He considers these under two
headings, laws of permission, which allow but
do not guarantee certain effects, and laws of
denial, which absolutely forbid° certain events.
This is a very useful tool and is the basis upon
which we can use the law of conservation of
energy to reject the idea of a perpetual motion
machine, without actually having to test every
An interesting
example that is presented.
practical example of this is the blanket refusal of
the US Patent Office to even consider a PPM for
the granting of a patent. This may also be one
of the few recorded cases of a bureaucracy
making an intelligent decision.
He examines the four fundamental
interactions which control all actions at the
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atomic level and shows that, if we test and
validate our assumptions about the laws
against the interactions, we can make
predictions with a remarkable degree of
confidence and that we then do not have to test
every example.
For instance, it has been
experimentally shown that events that are
mediated
by the
strong
nuclear and
electromagnetic interactions obey the law of
conservation of energy to within a few parts per
thousand million million. If our leaders could
determine their forward estimates with that
degree of precision, they could calculate the
budget exactly, to within an accuracy of six
decimal places.
Bring on the quantum
politicians, I say!
Rothman puts it another way. If you were a
typist with a similar standard of accuracy and
you could keep up a speed of 100 words per
minute, you could type for 20 million years
without making a mistake. [If anyone knows a
typist like that, could they please contact me. Ed]
Rothman shows that electromagnetism is
the only one of the four fundamental
interactions that could, by the nature of the
claims made, conceivably be responsible for
the majority of claimed paranormal phenomena.
He then goes on to show that the fundamental
laws in fact make the claims impossible. He
does not deny that other forces may yet be
detected but shows that, if they do indeed exist,
then they must fall within very clearly defined
parameters which makes it highly improbable
that any such undiscovered forces could
account for dubious phenomena. Such forces
may be found to operate in extremely high
energy states (which means very hot) such as
those pertaining nanoseconds after the Big
Bang. It is unlikely that we will ever be able to
simulate these conditions in laboratories and
the temperatures required far exceed those that
exist in today's real world, even in the fevered
brains of New Agers. Alternatively, other forces
may remain undiscovered, simply because they
are so weak as to get lost in the background
noise and thus have no discernable effect on
matter.
Now, Rothman gets to the nub of the matter.
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It is all very well to postulate new forces,
energies or particles, scientists quite often do it,
as the case of the neutrino exemplifies. Certain
actions which
occurred within quantum
experiments indicated the need for such a
particle to make the maths come out right. It
took 20 years before experimental evidence
showed that the neutrino actually existed.
Similarly with the intermediate vector bosons,
which were postulated as the mediating
particles of the weak nuclear force and which
were not actually observed for many years. In
these and other cases, theory predicted just
what researchers should have looked for, and
by looking, they found them.
The Dreaded EUTS

But what of energies unknown to science?
What of psychic energy or orgone energy or
whatever, which, we are told, account for
phenomena such as telepathy or precognition?
To answer this question, we must first ask,
"Where is the body of experimental evidence
that requires us to postulate these energies or
particles?" "Where are the consistent theories
that give us an indication of what to look for?"
The answer is, of course, "There are none." All
we see are inconsistent experiments giving
inconsistent and vague results and a whole lot
of wishful thinking. As Rothman has it, there is
no requirement to explain a phenomenon
unless
you
have
evidence
that
the
phenomenon exists. Or, as one of our patrons,
Dick Smith, was wont to say, "I don't need to
know how Santa's reindeer fly until I know that
Santa's reindeer do fly."
It is clear that we know enough about the
real, material world to be confident that no
known forces can produce alleged 'psychic'
phenomena. The proposition that is usually
advanced to counter this is some hypothetical
non-material energy which exists on some
plane other than the material.
Rothman is
aware of this cop-out and exposes its most
glaring flaw.
You can postulate as many
paramaterial planes as you wish, but, at some
stage in the proceedings there must be an
interface between the paramaterial force and
the material electrons in the material brain or
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nothing will be detected and nothing will
happen.
Consider two world views, each seemingly
incomprehensible to the lay mind. On one
hand, we have quantum theory which is so
counter intuitive as to be inexplicable by
analogy and thus to be incomprehensible to
non-specialists. A theory about which Neils
Bohr, one of its founders, is reported to have
said "If you are not confused by Quantum
Mechanics, then you have not understood the
proposition." Yet quantum theory allows us to
predict events with an accuracy almost unique
in our history and is directly responsible for our
entire electronics technology. Quantum theory
is the most powerful explanation of the natural
world that we have.
On the other hand, we have 'psychic'
theory, also inexplicable in ordinary terms but
for different reasons.
Psychic theory is
inexplicable because there is nothing to
explain.
The predictive ability of 'psychic'
theory is precisely zero and until we have some
concrete evidence that any such phenomena
exist, that is precisely where it will remain.
Reading Prof Rothman's book should
convince any reasonably intelligent individual
that it would be inadvisable to suspend ones
respiration while waiting for that evidence.
Sir Jim R. Wallaby is noteworthy for having been banned
from all psychic experiments involving quantum theory, not
because of the famous "sceptical effect" but because his body
exerts an undue effect on sub-atomic particles due to excessive
gravitational force.

ARE YOU MOVING?
(or even slightly appealling?)
If so, we want to keep in touch with
you. But we can't do it if you don't
tell us where you're moving to.
If you have recently changed address,
or will be doing so between now and
the next edition of the Skeptic, drop
us a line so that you will continue to
receive your favourite magazine.
We ain't psychic, you know!
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New Age Nonsense
Dear Sir,
My dear wife recently became the
subject of unsolicited attention from
some United States purveyors of
paranormal nonsense, based in
Hackensack, New Jersey.
The first scam was an offer from MarieSimone ("Europe's #1 Astrologer'') to
send "personal lucky numbers for
lottery jackpots that can make you rich
in within the next few years". ("You
must win at least $10,000 to
$100,000 in the next six months - or
let me know and receive your money
back- no questions asked.")
This sounds all very familiar, and of
course it isn't necessary to go
offshore to find a numbers scam; see
Harry Edwards"Money in Numbers",
The Skeptic, Vol 9 No 1 (Autumn
1989), pp 6-11.
To get her personal lucky numbers,
based on her date of birth, all Helen
had to do was send off $30 (Visa and
Mastercard accepted).
Marie-Simone normally charges $100
to $500 to her celebrity clients but, as
my wife's reading "came up on its
own" (in the course of preparing a
reading for an unidentified celebrity
client), it was possible to make this
special offer.
However, while the reading allegedly
came up mysteriously "on its own",
accepting the offer involves filling in a
"confirmation section", providing
Marie-Simone with one's date of birth!
With this vital information, MarieSimone can provide a zodiac pendant
and chain, and reveal the identity of
my wife's celebrity twin. Neat, huh?
The second offer came from the
"World Crystal Power Center''. For
$20 my wife can take possession of a
precious 11 gram 4 million year old
power quartz crystal which "radiates
pure vibratory power from its natural
Energy Point". Such is the
confidence (or inside information
possessed by the Center) that a
Deed of Ownership has already been
registered in her name.
I complained to the Queensland
Consumer Affairs Bureau about
these scams. Being based in another

LETTERS
Letters to the editor are
welcome on any subject of
Interest to other Skeptlcs.
You may wish to Inform others
of Interesting discoveries,
sound off about earlier
published Items, or just spend
a little time expounding your
favourite point of view
(Skeptlcal, of course).

country, it turns out to be even more
difficult than usual to curb the
fraudulent excesses of the free
market. The state Bureau doesn't
know if anything can be done, but if
anything can it will certainly have to be
done by someone else, probably in
Canberra, or by the FBI. Caveat
emptor, it seems.
-William Grey

Barry Wllllams responds: Dr
Grey, who proved in 1987 that an
intelligent sceptic can predict the
future far more accurately than any
'psychic', will not be surprised to learn
that he has hit the nail on the head
once again. The correct agency to
investigate this form of scam is
indeed the FBI.
The unsolicited mail received by his
wife is only part of a recent mailing,
targetted at Australia, from a US
organisation. While many of the
'offers' concerned New Age rubbish,
others offered 'straight' merchandise,
notably cameras and jewelry.
Curiously, while the New Age
products cost US$20-30, the
charges for the straight merchandise
were between US$10-15. There
must be a lesson in there.
Several of these cards were
forwarded to the American Embassy
in Canberra and we have been
informed that the FBI has tracked
down the perpetrator in New Jersey.

As a result, the United States
Attorney in that state has been
requested to issue a civil 'cease and
desist' order on the mailing house,
and further information is being
sought with the view to instituting
criminal proceedings.

Chiropractic
Dear Sir,
Why is it that so many otherwise
sceptical individuals draw the line at
alternative medicine? In particular
chiropractic and acupuncture seem to
be stumbling blocks for many
sceptics who would have no
hesitation in rejecting the claims of
creation 'scientists', astrologers,
clairvoyants and other miscellaneous
paranormalists.
It has little to do with intelligence,
scientific training or knowledge of
medical sciences, for there are a
considerable number of medical
practitioners, ie persons holding
MBBS or similar, who enthusiastically
embrace some 'alternative' practice.
There seem to be at least four
contributing factors to this hiatus in
some sceptics' beliefs.
Firstly, there is a lack of knowledge of
the subject. Regrettably, there has
been little public criticism of
alternative medicine in this country,
and that which has taken place has
not been made in any organised way.
The National Council Against Health
Fraud (USA) and the American
Council of Science and Health badly
need complementary bodies in
Australia. Anybody who has read any
of the writings of the NCAHF on
chiropractic, for instance, would have
little doubt that the practice has no
acceptable scientific basis.
Secondly, there is widespread public
and official acceptance of alternative
medical practices. This has come
about not only by a distrust of the
. medical profession (a distrust which is
largely unwarranted) and of the
pharmaceutical industry, but because
of smart political activity on the part of
alternative therapists. Consequently,
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we have acupuncture treatments as a
Medicare benefit, and numerous
other alternative therapies available
as benefits on the "extras" tables of
private health funds. With almost no
opposing voice from orthodox
medicine, alternative practices,
chiropractic in particular, have gained
respectability. This trend is probably
irreversible.
Thirdly, the resort to personal
experience. "Wait on, I know
chiropractic/naturopathy works. The
chiropractor/naturopath was the only
person who could fix my bad
back/hay fever/ ... "
While it is possible to excuse a nonSkeptic from such a statement, from a
Skeptic (G .D. Fairbank, The Skeptic,
Summer 1989) it is unacceptable.
The same criteria which are used to
assess the validity of astrology,
UFOs, ESP and the like must also be
applied to alternative medicine. A
person relying on subjective
experience as verification of a
practice, here chiropractic, is not
using scientific method. Would
Fairbank cease to be critical of water
diviners if he had a "success" with a
straightened coat hanger? Why cast
objectivity aside when it comes to
alternative medicine?
Perhaps Fairbank could look at
Crelin's article in American Scientist
cited in "Skeptical" and produce a
critique of it. If there is a flaw in that
article, the scienrnic basis of
chiropractic would be far less open to
question. On the other hand, maybe
it wouldn't. There are numerous
excellent trials of chiropractic in
reputable scientific journals which
demonstrate its lack of efficacy.
Fourthly, plausibility. " ... is it so wildly
improbable that the nervous system
has an effect on many kinds of illness
not obviously connected directly to
that system"to quote Fairbank.
There is a well-established way to
verify a plausible hypothesis - test it in
an acceptable scientific fashion.
When the tests are done, alternative
medicine fails . It may not be
improbable that the nervous system
can act in the way Fairbank suggests,
but it doesn't act in the way
chiropractors say it does. The more
plausible the hypothesis the more
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likely it will be accepted without much
question. Conversely, an implausible
hypothesis will probably be quickly
rejected (also sometimes without
much question). So sceptics reject
aromatherapy and homeopathy, but
have a feeling of uneasiness about
chiropractic.
On the matter of the authorship of the
piece on chiropractic in "Skeptical". A
draft was written by one person and
later amended by a committee. So
numerous were the corrections, it
was considered appropriate to
attribute the statement to the
committe . The Alternative Medicine
Group of the Victorian Branch of
Australian Skeptics consisted of
about equal numbers of medical
practitioners and persons who were
not medical practitioners. All
members, including the medical
practitioners, were "disinterested,
open-minded and unprejudiced",
even if from the "deep south". Nor
were they cynics, if by "cynic" is
meant one who criticises without
objective examination of the
evidence.
- Graeme Watt (no MBBS)
alias Victor Charles Albert Someone

Skeptics .&
Religion VIII
Dear Sir,
I am not, formally, a Skeptic but have
attended a couple of the local group's
meetings during recent years, being
told there, on enquiry, that the
reason the Skeptics do not challenge
religion's claims is because they are
unverifiable, and the principal aim of
the organisation is to investigate
scientifically - with a $20,000 carrot, or
is it plum? inciting both the believers
and the sceptics. Without being
critical, the cash offer is certainly a tiny
peanut to a hugely wealthy multiincorporated institution like
Christianity, for example, it being not
worth that body exposing a bit of flank
by reaching for the bait.
Receiving the magazine ( The Skeptic

) through membership elsewhere·, I
note in Vol 9 No 4 pages of earnest
prose prattling on about the claims of
that theism. Quoting the Bible as
proof of justification of faith! Two,
whole costly pages given over to a
silly sermon! This after over 200
years of objective Biblical criticism by
scholars.
Reason only, not the claims of
ignorance nor the aims of Skeptics,
gives me the wish to suggest that it is
only by studying those findings of
scholars and considering them in
relation to the findings of
psychologists and sociologists (as
Phil Shannon suggested) and also
psychiatrists and psychotherapists
and their like that the hypocritical and
parasitical "religious" institutions will
be sufficiently exposed, to the extent
that civil powers will be forced to
withdraw the unwarranted privileges
the hypocrites now receive.
As "Christianity" is the fabrication
most often used in "the West" to
mislead and oppress the vulnerable
(especially and deliberatelychildrena crime), I maintain that Professor
G.A. Wells' book "The Historical
Evidence for Jesus" (Prometheus
Books, Buffalo, NY, 1982) might well
be taken as one standard reference
as to the verifiable truth or otherwise
about "Christian" claims.
As Archibald Robertson pointed out
''there is not a theologian of repute
today, outside the Catholic church,
who accepts Christianity in the sense
in which the churchmen of 100 years
ago accepted it ... "
"If then the opinions of professional
theologians on Biblical issues have
altered in the last 100 years, it is for
the cogent reason that the progress
of knowledge on the evolution of life
and man, on the history of religions,
and on the nature and composition of
the Bible itself makes it impossible for
any man who allows himself to think
on the subject to adhere to the old
positions." ("Jesus: Myth or History?",
Watts, London, 1946). And I add: nor
any woman either.
Another great scholar and
campaigner for truth, Joseph
McCabe, writing of the supposed
Jesus said: "For the overwhelming
majority of people, Christians or non-
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Christians, his life and death are
described in the four Gospels, and
this account is lightly assumed in
general and periodical, and even in
much historical, literature ... on no
other point in modern culture is there
so flagrant a discrepancy between
scholarship and general literature and
belief. ... Christmas and Easter inspire
year by year editorials which assume
that only an eccentric few are
sceptical. [Yet] it has been shown
that on the ordinary canons of history
they have no biographical value
whatever, and it is further shown that
not one of the moral sentiments they
attribute to Jesus is novel or original."
("A Rationalist Encyclopaedia", Watts,
London, 1950 - my emphasis).
Dr Steven Mumford points out that
the church is firstly a totalitarian and
ruthless political institution and
secondly an economic one.
"Religion" is merely the lying "front".
Christianity is not a message of love
and salvation (as is often unctuously
and profitably contended) but is the
fictional story of a bloody bribe,
concocted to assuage the neurotic
fears o! some acutely superstitious
and pathetically ignorant Jewish
shamans.
May I take this opportunity to
mercifully tell Belinda Wesley that her
"ideas" are indeed "up the creek"?
(Volume 9, No 3).
Dr Wells, in the above-mentioned
book, writes in his opening
'statement of my thesis' (concluding
the quotation with the final paragraph
of the main text):
" ... the earliest references to the
historical Jesus are so vague that it is
not necessary to hold that he ever
existed; the rise of Christianity can,
from the undoubtedly historical
antecedents, be explained quite well
without him; and reasons can be
given to show why, from about AD 80
or 90, Christians began to suppose
that he had lived in Palestine about
fifty years earlier. The subtitle of this
book indicates that it is addressed
particularly to those who feel some
skepticism towards the claims of
Christianity and would welcome an
account, written without religious
commitment, of the kinds of
documents the twenty-seven books

of the New Testament are.
" .. Nearly all the authorities whose
views I quote in this book are New
Testament scholars; they are
Christian theologians writing in
standard Biblical commentaries or in
theological journals. My purpose in
quoting them is not to settle any
issue by a mere appeal to their
authority, but to show that many,
indeed most of the propositions on
which I build my case are not laymen's
aberrations, but are accepted - even
widely accepted - by scholars who are
within Christianity. Many such
scholars have had the detachment
and objectivity to study the books of
the New Testament as historical
documents, just as one would any
records of a bygone age. In the few
instances where I have been able to
meet some of these theologians
personally, I have learned to respect
them not only as scholars but also as
men.
" ... I do not, of course, claim to have
proved my views correct. If the
evidence were such that one theory
could be established to the exclusion
of all others, the whole question
would have been settled long ago.
Whether my hypothesis is preferable
to others will depend on whether it
makes the best sense of the greatest
number of details.
" ... These books by Fau, Smith
[W.B.) and Allegro do much to explain
why serious students of the New
Testament today regard the
existence of Jesus as an unassailable
fact. It is felt that, if the only
arguments impugning Jesus'
historicity are of the caliberthese
writers offer, then it is firmly enough
established. Thus it is customary
today to dismiss with amused
contempt the suggestion that Jesus
never existed. I have tried to show in
this book that, whatever the final
upshot of the debate may be, there is
no ground for such a confident
attitude."
Note that Dr Wells says the "best
sense", not the most prejudices
against the evidence.
The Skeptics (and friends) do not
need to "demonstrate that ... belief in
divine beings is ... spurious" (Vol 9,
No 4) nor "produce ... evidence for

the non-existence ... of divine
beings". We need (merely?) to
repeatedly point out that until those
who claim, and receive, privileges on
the basis of their contention that
there is such evidence can
scientifically prove so, then all such
privileges are stopped - pronto. No
more rates and tax exemptions, no
more grants of land or monies to
build, staff and stock schools, and no
more "right" to indoctrinate trusting
children. No more "right" to say
prayers on public platforms, have
reserved seats on civil and civic
committees, and generally retard
social progress and accumulate
wealth beyond the power of any
democratic government.
The onus of proof is on the
"believers" (actually, they are only
muddled assenters in most cases)
and the definitions of ''faith",
"delusion", "divine", ''fact", "right",
"religion", "scam" and "justice" must
rest with reason.
-Stan C.W. Stokes
Hon Sec
Humanist Society of Old
* Mr Stokes receives his copy of The
Skepticthrough a subscription by the
Humanist Society of Queensland.
On one other point, the cost of the
pages we print has never been a
criterion in deciding what goes in the
magazine and what does not. - Ed.
Dear Sir,
I should like to reply to Belinda
Wesley's very well written and
courteous letter (article?) in the last
issue of The Skeptic (Vol 9 No 4).
I may be wrong, but I get the
impression that Belinda queries
whether the "resurrection" is really a
subject that comes within the range
of the Skeptics' aims. I believe it
does. A resurrection such as
described in the Gospels is definitely
a paranormal event, and so falls under
the first and third aims, and it certainly
comes within the scope of our fifth
aim*.
Belinda gives a very good outline of
Christian belief. But I would remind
her that this belief is also "only a
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theory", and one which, unlike the
average scientific theory, is
supported by absolutely no
acceptable evidence. It is of little use
to quote the Bible as "evidence".
That particular collection of writings by
ancient Semitic priests and mystics
contains so many factual erorrs (see,
for example, the article on the Book
of Daniel in the last issue) and
contradictions (see "SelfContradictions of the Bible", by W.H.
Burr, published by Prometheus
Books) that it is quite unreliable as a
source of information unless that
information can be checked from
other sources. Any scientific
textbook that contained so many
errors and inconsistencies would
have been discarded long ago.
It is true we cannot prove that the
"Resurrection" never occured. We
can't prove that fire-eating dragons,
the Yeti, Bigfoot and bunyips don't
exist. But in the absence of valid
evidence, there is absolutely no
reason why e should believe in them,
either.
Exactly the same applies to the
"Resurrection". But here there are
very cogent reasons for doubting that
it ever actually occurred.
Let us go back to the beginning:
I have it on the authority of several
Anglican clergymen that God is
omnipotent and omniscient, and that
this omniscience, by very definition,
includes knowledge of all future
events. God would therefore have
known, when he created Mankind,
that the vast majority - thousands of
millions - would "break away from" him
and so would have to be annihilated,
or condemned to eternal torture
(Matthew 25:41, 46), and that the
only way (according to Christians) to
remedy the situation so that a few of
them might be saved would be to
eventually sacrifice himself. Yet,
knowing this, he still went ahead,
even though, being omnipotent, he
could conceivably have easily
arranged matters otherwise. This
means that he planned the whole
thing from the very beginning, and
that would surely make him a fool or
the most horrible of monsters, or
both.
Then there is the question of
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punishment itself. Punishment is
inflicted for one (or both) of two
reasons: for vengeance, and as a
deterrent to others. Since after the
final judgement, when a few have
been accepted into God's presence,
there would be no-one left to deter,
what would be the point of
condemning thousands of millions of
ordinary people to everlasting torture punishment out of all proportion to
the "sins" of the vast majority - unless
sheer vengeance were the motive?
As Winwood Reed put it in "The
Martyrdom of Man" (1872): "[God]
had long been angry with men
because they were what he had
made them".
There is also the quaint notion that
justice is somehow served so long as
someone is punished, even if that
person is completely innocent and a
volunteer. Justice does not
necessarily imply punishment. It can
be tempered with mercy, and the Old
Testament has many references to
God's willingness to forgive,
centuries before the advent of Jesus
(eg Lev. 19:22; Deut. 4:31; Psalm
103:3,4; Jer. 31 :34).
And was the penalty really borne by
Jesus? According to Genesis,
because of Adam's "sin" (a single act
of disobedience to God), all humans,
and all other living creatures,
innocent though they were, were
condemned to death. Whether this
was spiritual as well as physical is not
stated, but it is generally presumed
so, hence ultimately complete
annihilation. (No mention is made yet
of eternal punishment - this came
later, apparently as an afterthought.)
So that to bear the penalty on our
behalf, Jesus would have to be either
completely annihilated, or sent to
eternal torture, depending on your
point of view. Yet, according to
Christian teaching, he was restored to
his full physical and spiritual powers
after only a little more than two days.
If a convicted criminal were
sentenced to life imprisonment and
then released after two days, there
would be a public outcry. The penalty
was, therefore, only a token; the
punishment on our behalf was never
really carried out in full -which is
probably why, according to

Christians, billions will still burn in hell
for ever and ever, even though they
say God is a God of Love!
Furthermore, to look at it from a
different angle, one would think that,
once the ransom was paid, things
would revert to the original status quo
and death would now be abolished
for everybody, regardless of belief.
Isn't it remarkable that in all religions
you have to believe in order to be
saved? Yet if something is real , it
exists whether you believe it or not!
Why God would bother with such a
charade when, being omnipotent, he
could easily have done things in a far
less complicated fashion is beyond
imagination. In my view, the whole
Christian dogma is an outrageous
insult to both the intelligence and the
morality of a Being capable of creating
the whole vast and wonderful
Universe, a dogma born of an attempt
on the part of a section of the human
species to shift the responsibility for
and the consequences of its actions
on to someone else.
And, Belinda, it is just not true that
''without the resurrection Christianity
is nothing". Its moral teaching is far
superior to that of the Old Testament
or the Koran, both of which
encourage us to kill our opponents,
including the women and children (eg
Exodus32:27; Samuel 15:3; Koran
2:188, 190).

-Alan Towsey
* For those unfamiliar with the aims,
these are respectively: "To
investigate claims of pseudoscience,
paranormal and similarly anomalous
phenomena from a responsible
scientific point of view"; "To not
accept explanations and hypotheses
about paranormal occurrences
without good evidence which directly
or indirectly verifies such
hypotheses"; and ''To stimulate
inquiry and the quest for truth
wherever it leads". - Ed.

Dear Sir,
The article by Patrick McBride "Can
Religion Be Studied Scientifically"
(Vol 9, No 3) is in error in asserting
that no scientist has come up with a
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genuinely scientific hypothesis which
could demonstrate the true nature of
religious experience. The Princeton
University psychologist Julian Jaynes
has done just that in his book "The
Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind"
(Houghton Miffling Publishing,
1976).
Jaynes' theory also uniquely provides
a plausible, non-paranormal
explanation for spiritualism,
channelling, glossalalia and the
extraordinary will of people to believe
in these things. Skeptics would do
well to examine it closely. On the
other hand it undeniably has
problems. An admirable survey of the
pros and cons is given by Sydney
University philosopher David Stove in
the April 1989 issue of Encounter.
Jaynes' primary concern is not
religion but the consciousness of
self. He believes that this has arisen
not on evolutionary timescales but
within the last few thousand years,
before which people were simply
high-level automata. The high-level
guiding mechanism keeping people
on autopilot was the hallucinatory
hearing of voices, of deceased
authorities. The increase in size and
mobility of society once civilisation-aswe-know-it began in the Fertile
Crescent acted as one initiator of the
ending of this phase. (A weakness of
the theory is the absence of any more
compelling breakdown mechanism.)
Theistic religion and all its
accoutrements is an attempt by our
brains, still capable evolutionarily of
hearing voices, to "get back in
touch".
Jaynes brings to bear a good deal of
evidence for this intriguing and
testable theory from cultural history,
psychiatry (notably schizophrenia)
and neurophysiology. I do not
propose to discuss this here. I will
simply ask the reader to imagine what
life would be like if Jaynes were right,
and humanity was now in a transitional
period: there would be religious
fervour born of desperation in some
parts, and a flourishing industry of
contacters and their clients.
Jaynes has given us a completely
new idea and certain evidence for it.
In view of its importance, and in the

light of The Skeptic's increasing
involvement with testable aspects of
religion, this deserves the deepest
scrutiny.
- Anthony Garrett

Legal Matters
Dear Sir,
Two matters from Vol 9 No 3:
1. The report by Mark Plummer "A
Psycic in Pcourt" (sorry, carried away
by Raymond Channeller) is
significant, inter alia, for its novelty
value. And in Victoria! Fortunately
the psychic pcharlatans (sorry ...) are
not as thick on the ground (or above
the neck) here as they are in his last
country of abode and it is unusual but gratifying - to read of one
receiving justice in Australia.
Fitzsimons' reported intention to "get
a legal contract drawn up before
every meeting" can only be good
news for lawyers.
2. Of wider significance is an issue
raised by Patrick McBride in "Can
Religion be Studied Scientifically",
viz: the definition of religion. He
asserts that religion is concerned with
the transcendent, it is supernatural,
but it does not require a personalised

God.
It is an important question at law,
because fiscal advantages may flow
to those who operate religions on the
ground (so to speak).
The High Court of Australia in ''The
Church of the New Faith v The
Commissioner for Pay-roll Tax" (1983)
57 AW R 785 held that for the
purposes of the law the criteria of
religion are twofold:
(i) belief in a supernatural Being,
Thing or Principle; and
(ii) the acceptance of canons of
conduct in order to give effect to that
belief.
The Court held that upon the
evidence adduced Scientology was a
religion in Victoria (that state again!).
In so holding the High Court refused
to adopt the different (what has been
described as "subjectivist-functional")
definition formulated by the Supreme

Court of the United States in the
conscientious objection cases of "US
v Seeger'' (1965) 380 US 163 and
"Welsh v US" (1970) 398 us 333.
In the former case, the Court held that
the only inquiry of the draft board
should have been into "whether the
beliefs professed by a registrant are
sincerely held and whether they are,
in his own scheme of things,
religious". In the latter case, it held
that this (the Seeger) test was
intended "to indicate that the central
consideration in determining whether
the registrant's beliefs are religious is
whether these beliefs play the role of
a religion and function as a religion in
the registrant's life".
The registrant in that case had
actually crossed out the word
"religious" on his application for
exemption.
In an earlier case (''Torcaso vWatkins"
[1961] 367 US 488) the Supreme
Court had given a list of examples of
beliefs intended by the court as
religious which included secular
humanism!
Whichever path one chooses,
however, US or Australian, one thing
seems clear: if legal definitions of
religion are used, scientific (in the
sense of objective) study of it, except
as a psychological phenomenon, is
impossible.
- N.R. Cowdery QC

Mechanistic or
Moralistic?
Dear sir,
Graham Preston has articulated a
common criticism of the scientific
world view in his letter to The Skeptic
(Summer 1989). He cannot
understand how people with a
materialistic or mechanistic view of the
world can hold moral positions due to
the lack of intrinsic moral properties in
atoms and molecules. However, the
world that we live in does not just
consist of matter because evolution
has produced plants and animals,
including humans, with nervous
systems and a brain which enables us
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to think, to communicate with other
people, and to participate in a shared
world of ideas. Among these ideas
are moral values.
These have evolved along with
language and the customs and
traditions that are part and parcel of
life in human communities. We are
not bound to profess ''that morality is
an entirely arbitrary illusion", orto
accept that one position is as good as
another because different positions
have different consequences. Some
are conducive to health and
happiness, others to the horrors of
Belsen and Biafra.
We can form critical preferences in
favour of some values rather than
others in the light of their internal
consistency, their consequences
and their feasibility. Critics of
materialism usually go on to say that
the resulting decisions have no
"ultimate basis or justification". To
which we reply that we are totally
unimpressed by the 'non-materialistic'
authorities that are usually offered to
support moral systems.
For example, peace, freedom and
prosperity are worthy values but I see
no point in trying to establish some
ultimate justification for them.
However, I stand ready to debate with
anyone who wants to promote war,
slavery and poverty. As Bertrand
Russell pointed out, most of the
problems of public policy do not
spring from disagreements on the
basic objectives or ends of policy, but
on the means, methods and
procedures required to bring the
ends into being. These are based on
assumptions about the way the world
works and this is where science and
scepticism come into the picture.
We would have a great deal more
peace and prosperity if we could
reduce the burden of prejudice and
superstition about the way political,
social and economic systems
function. This is where the sceptical
approach has a great deal to offer
beyond parapsychology and suchlike
where the Skeptics have chosen to
concentrate their efforts. Some of us
would like to expand this area of
interest to include some of the more
destructive religions (including
socialism). This expansion has been
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resisted so far and this is quite
acceptable because if the sceptical
worldview spreads then the whole
swamp of superstition will tend to dry
up, in addition to the parts that are
currently on our agenda.
- Rate Champion
Dear Sir,
Only at the most superficial level does
a mechanistic view of existence lead
to an "anarchistic and nihilistic"
philosophy in which morals are
irrelevant (and, although I am
somewhat of an anarchist in attitude,
for me that is a moral choice; and I am
far from nihilistic).
Graham Preston (Letters, Vol 9 No 4)
uses a tactic common among those
whom I will call, for the sake of
argument only, "moralists", in that he
reduces a complex issue to an oversimplified either/or choice. Another
manifestation of this behaviour is the
evangelist's claim that "either Jesus
was a madman or he was the Son of
God, you can't have it any other way".
Mr Preston's letter presents the view
that either morals relate to a
transcendent existence or they are
irrelevant; and if they are irrelevant,
then Skeptics, who take a
mechanistic view of the world , should
deny morals (and therefore society).
I therefore wish to present a couple of
ways in which "moral" behaviour can
be related to a mechanistic view of
life. As a preface, I want it to be
known that since this is a letter, not a
dissertation, what I will say will be
incomplete, but it will at least suggest
directions in which discussion about
morals can take.
Firstly, the evolutionary view of life
offers one way to relate morals to our
existence . This leads to the
argument that any trait - either
physical or behavioural - that tends to
increase the chances of continuation
of either an individual or a species is
likely to continue.
Therefore, morals are a behavioural
aspect of our species that help us to
survive, both individually and
collectively, by encouraging cooperative behaviour and
discouraging behaviours that

threaten the species.
For example, most of us are
discouraged from murder by very
strict tabbos; therefore the
expansion of the species is
encouraged, and individuals who
follow the behavioural code have a
better chance of survival than those
that don't (on the whole).
At a completely personal and
individual level, morals are part of the
way we construct our definitions both
of self and of the external world . A
mechanistic view means that the
meaning of life is entirely internal - ie it
is up to me to give my own life
meaning - and a moral system is part
of that effort, since it helps me relate
to my fellow humans.
To relate this to sceptical activity, part
of my personal 'world view' is that
deception is wrong, since it demeans
and devalues the victim. I am not
attacking the beliefs of others, but I
do deny them the right to
systematically exploit their fellows for
reasons of politics, power or money.
My opposition to crystal merchants
and faith healers is that they abuse
the gullible to make money; my
opposition to Creationists is that they
suppress the quest for knowledge to
maintain their power both in politics
and the church. I am just as
vehemently opposed to
governments that have abused
science for reasons of power - they
gave the world the bomb. I do not
regard science as "holy", nor
knowledge as infallible; I just feel that
both in terms of survival and the
meaning of existence they are both
preferable to ignorance and
charlatanry.
- Richard Chirgwin

Scientific method
Dear Sir,
The Spring 1989 edition of The
Skeptic featured several articles
dealing with "scientific method" and
that same topic was the subject of
talks and discussion at the November
meeting of Skeptics in North Sydney.
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However, the variety of opinions
expressed leads to some confusion
about the nature of science and
scientific method. Here are a few
examples:
The Skeptic articles deal with
scientific method and investigations
into pseudoscience, Tarot cards and
religion. In his "From the President"
column, Barry Williams writes:
"Science is the way we attain
knowledge. It involves
experimentation, observation,
publication and replication. It is in all
these aspects, but especially the last
two, which normally differentiate
science from pseudoscience."
While this describes scientific
method, the term replication fails to
emphasise the importance of testing
and falsifiability in distinguishing
science from non-science or
pseudoscience.
The process of testing and
falsification is evident in the
investigation into Polarisers and
Harmonisers, which concludes:
"[they] are pseudoscientific
nonsense ... they are not science as
they are not testable, or if they can be
tested, prove to be worthless".
Following this Popperian approach to
the demarcation of science from nonscience it was surprising to hear Mel
Dickson, a co-author of the above
report, speak at the North Sydney
meeting and refer to faith occupying a
central position overlapping both
science and religion. Unfortunately,
time prevented him completing this
argument, but it does appear to
introduce complicating factors into
scientific method.
In the investigation "Dealing with
Tarot Cards and Scientific Method",
Richard Walding concludes: "As long
as the need exists to find meaning in
life beyond that which is forthcoming
from a materialist philosophy, the
search for the paranormal will go on
This statement infers that a materialist
philosophy is an essential part of
scientific method. This is an
uncomfortably dogmatic assertion
and it is matched on just the previous
page where Richard Walding writes:
"Mccusker wipes out materialism with
the argument that Aspect and his co-

workers claim their results wipe it out.
That's what I call sweeping."
Here scientific method is involved in
the old materialism versus idealism
argument and interpretation of
experiments in particle physics.
At the November meeting in North
Sydney, Tim Mendham spoke on the
question of the scientific testing of
religion. The Skeptic article "Can
Religion be Studied Scientifically" by
Patrick McBride reads in part (pages
42-3): "Faith has no place in science
... for at the heart of modem science
is the concept of falsification" and,
quoting Popper, "Every genuine test
of a theory is an attempt to falsify it.
Testability is falsifiability". He
proceeds: "In Popperian terms,
religion is non-scientific, and
incapable of being studied
scientifically ... philosophers too can
deliberate on religion, but they are no
closer to providing an unambiguous
answer because they too are
grounded in rationality ... ".
I question some parts of this
argument. Religious claims are open
to criticism, and to falsification as
archaeologists and scholars throw
new light on older civilisations and the
antecedents of Christianity
(presumably, this is the sort of
information referred to by Tim
Mendham). The fact that the Catholic
Church now accepts scientific
theories on the origin of the universe
and the evolution of life on earth, and
rejects the Old Testament as
historical truth, is an example of the
falsification of beliefs long held to be
absolute truths.
Of course, religious fundamentalists
can reject any argument by taking, in
Kierkegaard's words, the "leap of
faith" or "leap into absurdity". The
above problems are addressed by
William Bartley in his theory of
Rational Critical Preference (in
Retreat to Committment and various
papers), a development of Popper's
'critical preference' as applied to
competing scientific hypotheses.
From the above examples, it seems
obvious that scientific method can
only be considered in relation to the
philosophy of science. I suggest the
most fuitful approach to the issues
involved lies in the evolutionary

theory of knowledge advocated by
Popper and Campbell. It has created
interest worldwide and was the
subject of a cont erence at the
University of Newcastle. The book,
"Evolutionary Epistemology", coedited by Radnitzky and Bartley
(Open Court, 1987), contains
contributions from 12 leading
philosophers and scientists on this
important subject and should be of
interest to all Skeptics.
-BemGandy

Sincerity &
Rationality
Dear Sir,
Barry Williams, in The Skeptic Vol 9
No 4, rightly points out that Adolf
Hitler was sincere, but he also implies
that Hitler's actions would have been
less abhorrent had he been rational.
Actually, Hitler was rational in many
ways, and, had he been even more
rational, he would perhaps have
realised that killing all Jews and
Negros would not bring about the
world of supermen that he
envisaged. But instead, he could
have decided to kill all mentally and
physically sick babies and later on to
do away with all males and females
with IQ less than 90. His actions
would still be abhorrent.
The trouble with Barry's argument is
that it does not include Ethics, which
is neither rational nor irrational. The
philosopher Emanuel Kant has tried
in vain to put Ethics on a rational
basis. To arrive at an ethical view
point, all one can do is to evaluate
rationally the consequences of an
action and decide whether these
consequences are acceptable. But
what is ethically acceptable remains a
matter of individual taste.
- Hans Weiler
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Truth & Fact
Dear Sir,
Some Skeptics seem to have trouble
distinguishing between "theory" and
"fact". Mr Shannon in the Summer 89
issue is a notable offender as Ms
Wesley in the same issue so aptly
points out.
Other Skeptics like to claim that
evolution is a fact - not a theory under
the mistaken impression that in
science "facts" are some sort of
higher "truth" than "theories". They
seem to imagine that by converting
evolution into a ''fact" they have
turned it into a sort of infallible
religious dogma and hence closing
off any further discussion.
However, their attempts to turn
science into a dogmatic religion leave
scientists unimpressed. In science,
facts are mere datum points and
theories are mere strings on which to
hang them. Both are equally open to
disproof and usually are in the normal
progress of science. Yesterday's
facts and theories of science tend to
become today's religious
superstition.
-Keith Rex

Tarot & Probability
Dear Sir,
I am pleased to read a report of the
controversy generated by the
McCuskers' Australian Physicist
article in your pages (Vol 9 No 3). It
was unfortunate, though
understandable, that the editor of AP
closed the dialogue with the .
McCuskers' intemperate reply to their
critics (including myself). On the
grounds that it is never too late to
debate the truth, I set forth below an
update of what I then wrote to
Australian Physicist, and
subsequently thrice to Professor
Mccusker. Only the third occasion,
when I stated that I was considering
writing the incident up and invited

comments, elicited a reply. The reply
made no answerto my detailed
questions and stated only that the
scientific path was to try the
experiment myself - McCusker's
emphasis. Since I was querying the
experimental protocol, this response
was, at the least, disingenuous. My
further letter to Prof McCuskerof
June 3, 1989, making these points
yet again, remains unanswered.
1. No physicist I know denies the
conflict by 46 orders of magnitude
between the quantum "standard
model" and measurements of the
cosmological constant pertaining to
the expansion of the universe. But to
say that "the quantum branch is in
error by a factor of 1046" is to omit the
whole story. Scientists would not
advocate quantum mechanics had it
not many successes to its name:
among them, prediction of the
gyromagnetic ratio of the electron to
better than 1 part in 108. The charge
of "scientism" would stick only if
scientists denied there was any
problem with the standard model;
rather, it is viewed as a challenge.
2. The uncertainty principle does not
prove Nature random as Mccusker
stated. A realistic, deterministic
"hidden variable" model can always
be proposed to underlie any theory
that predicts probabilistically. Bell's
work and Aspect's experiments
simply confirm that such theories
must be nonlocal: distant events
affect nearby ones. This is
remarkable, but that which the data
proves must be accepted.
3. Mccusker: "No certainly indivisible
particle has yet been found." Nor will
one ever be, forwe can never
guarantee indivisibility.
4. Following a talk in 1986, Prof
Mccusker strongly told me I should
not criticise claims of human levitation
without "trying it myself". Yet he
declined to give me a demonstration
in spite of a claim that he could; and
would not concede that such a
demonstration would be far more
convincing to sceptics. This is a poor
standard of logic.
5. I retain doubts about the
experimental protocol (though I

welcomed the further details given).
Rather than spell these out, I
suggested that he adopt instead the
protocol in "Test Your ESP Potential"
by James Randi (Dover, 1982). I
doubt he could fault Randi's
procedures; and his results would
then be more readily accepted by
sceptics and others.
6. If Mccusker viewed scientism as
continuing belief in demonstrably
incorrect science, he cannot
consistently assert that Agent
Orange and nuclear weapons are
among its products, as he tried.
These stem instead from correct
science, misapplied. This is
emotionalism, a "dirty" way of arguing.
7. McCuskerquoted my phrase "the
notorious paradoxes of probability
theory" without mentioning that in the
same article I stated how these had
already been cleared up (Australian
Physicist, 25, 137). Anotherdirty
argument.
8. McCuskerdisregardedthe
argument that even if his anomalies
were confirmed independently, they
do not indicate anything wrong with
probability theory. Rather they
indicate that some important effect - if
you will, the paranormal - has not
been allowed for. Likewise, it is
correct to asign a low probability to
rain tomorrow in the outback, given
that the evening was fair;
subsequent rain would indicate not
the incorrectness of this assignment,
but absence, in the assignment, of
the important information that a storm
was due.
Readiness or otherwise to indulge in
debate is often a valuable pointer to
where the truth lies. I urge Professor
Mccusker once more to respond.
- Anthony Garrett

Australian Skeptics
$20,000 Challenge
Australian Skeptics supports the testing of paranormal claims, but are unconvinced by any of
the supposed proofs of psychic and/or paranormal powers that have been presented to date.
We are committed to finding the truth about so-called psychic powers, whatever that truth may
be. To discover the existence of a genuine psychic power, if such an ability exists, would
obviously be exciting and of great social im~rtance. However, experience has shown that the
field of psychic research (parapsychology) is filled with self-delusion, evasion and fraud,
making us doubtful that any genuine psychic/paranormal powers exist.
We thereby issue the following challenge to any and all psychics and psychic researchers in
Australia:
Show us just one psychic occurrence of any kind that can be demonstrated to be genuine under
controlled conditions and which cannot be attributed to any other, non-psychic cause.
Claims of psychic powers are abundant, but supposed proofs of those claims are rare (in our
view, yet to exist indisputably). However, we are sincere in wishing to see and test anyone
who can demonstrate genuine paranormal abilities such as psychic powers, astrological
predictions, clairvoyance, telepathy, telekinesis, psychic surgery, mediumship, levitation,
water and metal divining, or ESP.
There are obvious benefits, both to the claimant and to society generally, for indisputable proof
of a psychic or paranormal power. The claimant would benefit from an enhanced reputation by
convincing the Australian Skeptics of the claimant's ability (and possibly being the first person
to successfully demonstrate such powers under controlled, scientific conditions). Society
would benefit from an acceptance and increased understanding of "miraculous" powers of
healing or attaining knowledge.
It is also to the immediate financial advantage to the claimant to test a claim, as there is a reward
of $20,000 (offered by Australian Skeptics' patrons, Dick Smith and Phillip Adams) for the
first to be proved genuine under controlled tests by Australian Skeptics.

CONDITIONS:
1. Each claimant must submit a claim in writing to the National Committee of Australian
Skeptics. The claim must clearly explain what particular power/effect is being claimed. The
claim must also include a letter from an independent person (not directly linked by family or
profession with the claimant) that the power/event has been witnessed.
2. Claims made must be testable under controlled scientific conditions.
3. A preliminary test will be carried out by the State Committee of the Australian Skeptics in
which the claimant resides if feasible. If it is not feasible for the State Committee to carry out
the test, then it will be carried out by the National Committee.
4. If the preliminary test reveals apparent evidence of a psychic and/or paranormal ability, then
a final test will be carried out by the National Committee.
5. The protocol (the detailed procedure for testing) will vary according to the claim, and will
be drawn up and agreed to be fair and reasonable by all parties in advance of testing. The
protocol may be examined independently to check for fairness, applicability and potential for
fraud.
6. All costs of testing are to be borne by the claimant unless other arrangements have been
agreed in advance.
7. A public record will be kept of all enquiries, applications and testings, and may be produced
at a later date if so wished. Australian Skeptics retains the right to publicise the results of any
tests conducted.
Further information (as well as address for submissions) :
Aust Skeptics, PO Box E324, St James 2000

AIMS OF THE
AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS
. To investigate claims of pseudoscience, paranormal and similarly anomolous phenomena from a responsible,
scientific point of view .
. To publicise the results of these investigations and where appropriate to draw attention to the possibility of
natural and ordinary explanations of such phenomena.
. To not accept explanations and hypotheses about paranormal occurrences without good evidence which directly
or indirectly verifies such hypotheses .
. To encourage Australians and the Australian media to adopt a critical attitude towards paranormal claims, and
to understand that introducing or entertaining a hypothesis does not constitute confirmation or proof of that
hypothesis .
. To stimulate inquiry and the quest for truth wherever it leads.

These aims will be pursued by:
. Establishing a network of people interested in critically examining claims of the paranormal .
. Publishing a periodical and distributing relevant information .
. Publishing articles, monographs and books that examine claims of the paranormal .
. Maintaining a library .
. Preparing a bibliography of relevant published material .
. Encouraging and commissioning research by objective and impartial inquirers .
. Conducting meetings, seminars and conferences .
. Acting as a public information resource by making informed members and relevant expertise available to the
media and interested groups.

The skeptical attitude involves:
. Seeking all relevant evidence concerning any extraordinary or putatively paranormal event, claim or theory .
. Keeping an open mind and not rejecting paranormal claims a priori .
. Refusing to accept as true theories and explanations for which there is insufficient or ambiguous evidence,
recognising that withholding belief is preferable to accepting claims for which there are not sufficient grounds .
. In seeking explanations to prefer the ordinary to the extraordinary, and the simple to the complex.

The above (revised) aims and declaration of attitude were accepted by a representative meeting of the national and
state committees of Australian Skeptics Inc on March 25, 1989.
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